At Conroy’s we take pride in looking after our
customers. We stock a wide range of quality
products at competitive prices. We provide a delivery
service direct to your door on request. Our dedicated
team are always available to give the best possible
advice to you when needed.
Without people and customers we cannot make
our business an ongoing success. I would like to
take this opportunity to sincerely thank you for
your continuous custom and support. We really do
appreciate it. We always welcome new customers,
new business and new ideas.
Please do not hesitate to give our regional
representatives a call, or call us in-store with any
queries you may have.
Once again we thank you, and we would like to wish
you and yours the very best of health and happiness
in the future.
Paul Conroy
Director
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Endo
Parasites
CONVCN001—
CONVCN050

DECTOMAX POUR ON
CONVCN001

DORAMAX
CONVCN047

TAURADOR
CONVCN002

Abinex Forte
CONVCN003

FORTEMEC POUR ON
CONVCN004

IVOMEC CLASSIC
POUR ON CONVCN005

BIMECTIN POUR ON
CONVCN006

KILO-MEC POUR ON
CONVCN007

TOPIMEC POUR ON
CONVCN008

Dectomax is a doramectin based pour
on solution ready to use, licensed to
treat roundworms, lungworms, sucking
and biting lice and mange mites in
cattle. Available in 1 and 2.5L.

Taurador pour on is a doramectin based
pour on, licensed to treat roundworms,
lungworms, sucking and biting lice and
mange mites in cattle. Available in 1,
2.5 and 5L.

— S H EEP
• Endo Parasites
• Ecto Parasites
• Vaccines

— EQUI N E
— CAN I N E

Abinex Forte is an abamectin based
rain resistant pour on licensed to treat
roundworms, lungworms and sucking
and biting lice in beef and non-lactating
dairy cattle. Available in 1 and 2.5L.

Bimectin Pour on is an ivermectin
based pour on solution for the control
of a range of external and internal
parasites in cattle. Available in 2.5 and
5L.
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Doramax is a pour-on doramectin
solution that treats gastrointestinal
roundworms, lungworms, eyeworms,
warbles, sucking and biting lice, mange
mites and hornfly in cattle. Available in
1L, 3L & 5L.

Fortemec is an abamectin based rain
resistant pour on licensed to treat
roundworms, lungworms and sucking
and biting lice in beef and non-lactating
dairy cattle. Available in 1 and 2.5L.

Kilo-Mec Pour on an ivermectin based
pour on solution for the control of a
range of external and internal parasites
in cattle. Available in 1, 2.5 and 5L.

Ivomec Classic is an ivermectin
based pour on for the treatment of
roundworms, lungworms, mange mites
and sucking and biting lice in beef and
non-lactating dairy cattle. Available in 1
and 2.5L.

Topimec Pour on is an ivermectin based
pour on solution for the control of a
range of external and internal parasites
in cattle. Available in 2.5 and 5L.
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NOROMECTIN POUR ON
CONVCN009

CLOSAMECTIN
CONVCN010

CYDECTIN TRICLAMOX
CATTLE CONVCN011

NOROMECTIN INJECTION
CONVCN017

BIMECTIN INJECTION
CONVCN018

IVOMEC SUPER INJECTION
CONVCN020

SOLANTEL CATTLE POURON SOLUTION CONVCN048

EPRINEX
CONVCN012

EPRIZERO
CONVCN013

BIMECTIN PLUS
CONVCN021

ANIMEC SUPER
CONVCN022

TOPIMEC SUPER
CONVCN023

BIMEPRINE POUR-ON
CONVCN014

DECTOMAX INJECTION
CONVCN015

IVOMEC CLASSIC
INJECTION CONVCN016

EPRECIS INJECTION
CONVCN024

FLUKIVER INJECTION
CONVCN026

CYDECTIN LA
CONVCN027

Noromectin Pour on is an ivermectin
based pour on solution for the control
of a range of external and internal
parasites in cattle. Available in 1, 2.5
and 5L.

Solantel Pour-On is the only single
active flukicide available as a pouron for cattle. It contains 200mg/ml
closantel and offers targeted, effective
fluke treatment. Comes in 1L, 2.5L &
5L.

Bimeprine pour on is for the control of
internal and external parasites of beef
and dairy cattle. Available in 1, 2.5 and
5L with a zero milk withdrawal.
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Closamectin Pour on contains
ivermectin and closantel and is used
for the treatment of fluke, roundworms,
lungworms, eye worms, warbles, mites
and lice of cattle. Available in sizes
500ml, 1, 2.5, and 5L.

Eprinex is an eprinomectin based
pour on for the control of roundworms,
lungworms and external parasites in
cattle, sheep and goats. Available in 1,
2.2 and 5L with a zero milk withdrawal.

Dectomax is a doramectin based
injection for cattle and sheep for the
treatment of roundworms, lungworms,
eye-worms, warbles, lice and mange
mites. Available in 50ml, 200ml and
500ml.

Cydectin Triclamox Pour-on is a broad
spectrum flukicide and wormer for
cattle. It is used for the treatment and of
roundworms, lungworms, liver fluke and
roundworms in beef cattle. Available in
1 and 2.5L.

Eprizero pour on is for the control of
internal and external parasites of beef
and dairy cattle. Available in 1, 2.5 and
5L with a zero milk withdrawal.

Ivomec Classic is an ivermectin
based injection for the treatment of
roundworms, lungworms and external
parasites and cattle and sheep.
Available in 200ml and 500ml.

Noromectin Injection is an ivermectin
based injection for the treatment of
roundworms, lungworms and external
parasites and cattle and sheep.
Available in 250ml and 500ml.

Bimectin Plus injection is ivermectin
and clorsulan based and is used for the
treatment and control of roundworms,
lungworms, adult liver fluke, eyeworms,
warbles, mites and lice. Available in 250
& 500ml.

Eprecis is an eprinomectin based
injection used for the treatment of
roundworms, lungworms, warbles,
mites and lice in beef and dairy cattle.
Available in herd packs with zero milk
withdrawal.

Bimectin Injection is an ivermectin
based injection for the treatment of
a wide range of internal and external
parasites of cattle and sheep. Available
in 500ml.

Animec Super injection is ivermectin
and clorsulan based and is used for the
treatment and control of roundworms,
lungworms, adult liver fluke, eyeworms,
warbles, mites and lice. Available in 50,
250 & 500ml.

Flukiver is a closantel based injection
used for the treatment of liver fluke in
cattle. Available in 250ml.

Ivomec super injection is ivermectin
and clorsulan based and is used for the
treatment and control of roundworms,
lungworms, adult liver fluke, eyeworms,
warbles, mites and lice. Available in 50,
200 & 500ml.

Topimec Super injection is ivermectin
and clorsulan based and is used for the
treatment and control of roundworms,
lungworms, adult liver fluke, eyeworms,
warbles, mites and lice. Available in 250
& 500ml.

Cydectin LA is a single dose long acting
moxidectin based injection used for
the treatment of external and internal
parasites in cattle. Available in 50ml.
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FENBEN 10
CONVCN028

BOVEX
CONVCN049

WORMALL
CONVCN030

LEVAFAS DIAMOND
CONVCN037

ENDOFLUKE
CONVCN038

TRIBEX
CONVCN039

CHANAVERM PLUS
CONVCN032

TRIAZOLE
CONVCN050

ALBEX 10%
CONVCN033

FASINEX 240
CONVCN040

ZANIL
CONVCN041

RUMENIL
CONVCN042

ENDOSPEC
CONVCN034

Albencare
CONVCN035

TRAMAZOLE
CONVCN036

VECOXAN
CONVCN043

DYCOXAN
CONVCN044

CHANOX
CONVCN045

Fenben 10 is a fenbendazole based
oral suspension for cattle used for the
treatment and control roundworms and
lungworms. Available in 1, 2.5 and 5L.

Chanaverm Plus is a levamisole based
oral suspension for the control of
roundworms and lungworms in sheep.
Available in 10L.

Endospec is an albendazole based
oral suspension used for the control of
roundworms, lungworms, tapeworms
and adult liver fluke in cattle and sheep.
Available in 1 2.5 and 5L.
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Contains Rafoxanide and Levamisole
for the control of mature and immature
fluke, lungworm and stomach worms
in both cattle and sheep. Available in
2.5L & 5L

Albencare is an albendazole based
oral suspension used for the control of
roundworms, lungworms, tapeworms
and adult liver fluke in cattle and sheep.
Available in 1, 2.5 and 5L.

Wormall is an oxfendazole oral
suspension used for the control
roundworms and lungworms in cattle.
Available in 1 and 2.5L, 5 and 10L.

Albex 10% is an albendazole based
oral suspension used for the control of
roundworms, lungworms, tapeworms
and adult liver fluke in cattle and sheep.
Available in 1 and 5L.

Tramazole 10% is an albendazole
based oral suspension used for the
control of roundworms, lungworms,
tapeworms and adult liver fluke in cattle
and sheep. Available in 1 and 5L.

Levafas Diamond is a Levamisole
hydrochloride based oral suspension
used for the control of roundworms,
lungworms and adult liver fluke in cattle
and sheep. Available in 1, 2.5 and 4L.

Fasinex 240 is a Triclabendazole based
Oral Suspension used for the treatment
of the three stages of liver fluke in cattle
and sheep. Available in 2.2 and 5L.

Vecoxan is a white oral suspension
used to prevent scours caused by
coccidiosis in lambs and calves.
Available in 1, 2.5 and 5L.

Endofluke is a Triclabendazole based
Oral Suspension used for the treatment
of the three stages of liver fluke in cattle
and sheep. Available in 2.5 and 5L.

Zanil is an oxyclozanide based oral
solution for the treatment and control of
liver fluke and Tapeworms in cattle and
sheep. Available in 5L.

Dycoxan is a white Oral Suspension for
lambs and calves has been created to
prevent scours caused by coccidiosis.

Tribex is a Triclabendazole based Oral
Suspension used for the treatment of
the three stages of liver fluke in cattle
and sheep. Available in 800ml and 5L.

Rumenil is an oxyclozanide based oral
solution for the treatment and control of
liver fluke and Tapeworms in cattle and
sheep. Available in 5L.

Chanox is a Toltrazuril based oral
suspension used in the treatment and
prevention of coccidiosis in lambs and
calves. Available in 250ml and 1L.
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Parasites

Cattle Health
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BOVICOX
CONVCN046

Bovicox is a Toltrazuril based oral
suspension used in the prevention and
cure of coccidiosis in lambs and calves.
Available in 1L.

BAYTICOL
CONVCC001

Bayticol pour on is used for the
treatment of biting and sucking lice and
ticks and mange in cattle. It is also
highly effective against the red water
tick. Available in 1L.

CONVCH001—
CONVCH029

KETOVIT
CONVCH001

RUMEN BOOSTER SACHET
CONVCH002

Ketovit is a nutritional supplement
containing carnitine, vitamins, nutrients
and glucose, to help support the
management of Ketosis. Available in 1,
2.5 and 5L.

Rumen Booster is a metabolic stabiliser
that provides a speedy means of
normalising digestive disturbances in
cows, calves and sheep.

BUTOX
CONVCC002

DECTOSPOT
CONVCC003

ECTOSPEC
CONVCC004

PRO CUD
CONVCH003

TURBO BIO TUBE
CONVCH004

LIVERPAK
CONVCH005

LICEBAN
CONVCC005

SPOTINOR
CONVCC006

SPOT ON
CONVCC007

FIRST DRINK SACHET
CONVCH006

REPLENOLYTE
CONVCH007

CALCIJECT
CONVCH008

Butox is a deltamethrin based ready to
use pour on in the treatment and control
of sucking lice, biting lice, keds and flies
on sheep and cattle. Available in 250ml,
1L and 2.5L.

Liceban is a ready to use insecticide
for cattle for the control of lice and flies.
Available in 250ml and 500ml.
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CONVCC001—
CONVCC007

—

Dectospot is a deltamethrin based
ready to use pour on in the treatment
and control of sucking lice, biting lice,
keds and flies on sheep and cattle.
Available in 250ml, 500ml, 1L and 2.5L.

Spotinor is a deltamethrin based
insecticide used for the treatment and
control of flies and lice on cattle and
ticks, keds, lice and blowfly on sheep.
Available in 250ml, 500ml, 1L and 2.5L.

Ectospec is a Cypermethrin based
ready to use insecticide for the control
of flies and lice in cattle. Available in
500ml and 2.5L.

Spot on is a deltamethrin based
insecticide used for the treatment and
control of flies and lice on cattle and
ticks, keds, lice and blowfly on sheep.
Available in 250ml, 500ml, 1L and 5L.

Pro Cud is a stomach powder for cattle
over 4 months old. It incorporates
ingredients to help correct rumen
acidosis and promote the regrowth of
helpful stomach bugs.

First Drink is formulated to support:
Metabolism, rehydration and Rumen
Optimisation.

Complementary Feeding stuff for Cattle
and Sheep. Supports gut recovery.
Enhances appetite. Supports digestive
upset. Boosts the immune system.
Improves performance and thrive.

Replenolyte has been designed to
reduce scour in calves as well as
to reverse hypoglycaemia and aid
recovery in cases of pregnancy
toxaemia in ewes.

Supporting the reduction of blood
enzymes and supporting the increase
in blood glucose levels for maximum
performance.

Calciject 40+3 is a Calcium injection for
the treatment of hypocalcaemia/ Milk
Fever in cattle.
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MAGNIJECT
CONVCH009

SUPER PHOS
CONVCH010

CAL PLUS
CONVCH011

KENOFIX
CONVCH018

COYLES BARRIER SPRAY
CONVCH019

ALU SPRAY
CONVCH020

CIDER VINEGAR
CONVCH012

GLYCERINE
CONVCH013

LIQUID PARAFFIN
CONVCH014

FORAN SKIN POWDER
CONVCH021

STOCKHOLM TAR
CONVCH022

STOCKHOLM TAR SPRAY
CONVCH023

BOVIVET RUMINAL
MAGNET CONVCH015

YMCP FRESH COW
CONVCH016

REPIDERMA SPRAY
CONVCH017

DERMICIDAL
CONVCH024

BACTOKILL
CONVCH025

IMAVEROL
CONVCH026

Magniject is indicated in the treatment
of hypomagnesaemia in cattle and
sheep.

This apple cider vinegar comes in a 5
litre container and uses a traditional
formula to promote digestion, mobility
and overall general health and vitality.
Suitable for all animals.

Bovivet Ruminal Magnet is used to
protect cattle’s stomachs from metal
damage. The magnet attracts any
swallowed metal such as bits of wire
and nails.
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Super Phos is an ideal means of
supplementing the diet of cows & sheep
with both phosphorus and calcium
during periods of need. eg. milk fever.

Glycerine is for the symptomatic relief
of coughs and soreness of the throat
and is suitable for use with ruminant
livestock.

Fresh Cow YMCP is a complementary
dietetic mineral supplement for freshly
calved dairy cows containing yeast,
magnesium, calcium, potassium
and niacin to ease the transition into
lactation.

Cal Plus is an ideal means of
supplementing the diet of cows & sheep
with calcium during periods of need.

Liquid Paraffin is most commonly
used as a laxative for animals that are
suffering from constipation.

Repiderma Spray is highly effective
against digital dermatitis, foot rot &
other claw ailments, in addition to its
use on hooves it can also be used
as a skin treatment and is extremely
efficient at healing torn udders.

KenoFix is a nourishing and protective
spray for your pet's skin or hooves. This
layer forms a barrier against bacteria
and infections, among other things.

Farm and stable skin care powder is an
ideal dressing containing fly repellents
for general purpose use on animals.

Dermicidal Plus is a powerful broadspectrum virucide, fungicide and
bactericide on farm disinfectant. It is a
ready to use disinfectant solution which
can be applied directly onto surfaces as
required.

Barrier spray for superficial wounds on
all animals.

Coyle's Stockholm tar is a refined
grade that is easily applied to surface.
The high quality of the refined grade
means the product must be applied in
very small quantities to get the desired
result.

Bactokill 55 is a unique ready to use
spray which is effective against orf in
sheep and ringworm in cattle.

Aluspray is a micronised aluminium
spray that serves as a protective barrier
and to heal all types of wounds.

Stockholm Tar Spray provides effective
protection against biting insects such
as horseflies, mosquitoes, stable flies,
black flies and most other insects.

Imaverol is an effective treatment for
ringworm and other fungal infections in
cattle, horses and dogs.
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Intramammaries
CHANNELLE DAIRY
OINTMENT CONVCH027

Chanelle dairy ointment is made with
dichlorophen and is used to help treat
chapped and sore teat in cattle. It also
helps to teat cuts, grazes and bruises.

AGRI MINT GEL
CONVCH028

Agri Mint cream is a non-greasy cream
containing peppermint oil, Eucalyptus
Oil and Tea tree oil that soothes and
softens stiff, sore udders without the
use of antibiotics.

MHC FLUSH
CONVCH029

MHC Flush are a quick acting large
pessary shaped bolus for use in cows
and sheep containing the Antiseptic
Urea.

LEPTAVOID H
CONVCV006

Leptavoid H is for the active
immunisation of cattle to prevent kidney
colonisation and shedding of Leptospira
borgpetersenii serovar Hardjo in urine.
Available in 50ml.

SPIROVAC
CONVCV007

Spirovac for the active immunisation of
cattle to prevent kidney colonisation and
shedding of Leptospira borgpetersenii
serovar Hardjo in urine. Available in
50ml.

CATT L E

SH E E P

Vaccines

Endo
Parasites

—

CONVCV001—
CONVCV007

COVEXIN 8
CONVCV003

Covexin 8 is an 8in1 clostridial vaccine
for both cattle and sheep. Available in
100ml or 250ml.
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CONVCI002

—

COVEXIN 10
CONVCV001

TRIBOVAX 10
CONVCV002

BOVISEAL
CONVCI001

SURESEAL
CONVCI002

TRIBOVAX T
CONVCV004

BLACK LEG VACCINE
CONVCV005

SUPAVERM
CONVSN0001

FENAFLUKE
CONVSN002

Covexin 10 is a 10in1 clostridial vaccine
for both cattle and sheep. Available in
50ml and 100ml..

Tribovax T protects against a number of
clostridial diseases including black leg.
Available in 20ml and 50ml.

Tribovax 10 is a 10in1 clostridial
vaccine for both cattle and sheep.
Available in 50ml and 100ml.

Black Leg Vaccine is for the active
immmunisation of cattle against
clostridial diseases. Available in 50ml.

Boviseal is a non-antibiotic dry cow
treatment which will seal the teat
from the moment of drying off up until
calving.

Supaverm is a Closantel and
Mebendazole based oral suspension
used to treat roundworms, lungworms,
tapeworms, larval stages nasal bot
fly, and immature and mature fluke in
sheep. Available in 1, 2.5 and 5L.

Sureseal is a non-antibiotic dry cow
treatment which will seal the teat
from the moment of drying off up until
calving.

Fenafluke is a Rafoxanide based oral
solution which permits a three way
activity against fluke, lungworms and
stomach worms in cattle and sheep.
Available in 1, 2.5 and 5L.

CONVSN001—
CONVSN030

CYDECTIN TRICLAMOX
SHEEP CONVSN003

Cydectin Triclamox Sheep is a flukicide
used for the treatment and control of
roundworm, lungworm and all three
stages of fluke. Available in 1L.
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ENDOSPEC
CONVSN004

ALBEX
CONVSN005

TRAMAZOLE
CONVSN006

ORAMEC
CONVSN012

NOROMECTIN
CONVSN013

GENESIS
CONVSN014

LEVAFAS DIAMOND
CONVSN007

ZEROFEN
CONVSN029

BOVEX
CONVSN030

FLUKIVER
CONVSN015

SOLANTEL
CONVSN016

ENDOFLUKE
CONVSN017

WORMALL
CONVSN009

LEVACIDE LOW VOLUME
CONVSN010

CYDECTIN SHEEP
CONVSN01

ZANIL
CONVSN018

DECTOMAX INJECTION
CONVSN019

IVOMEC CLASSIC
CONVSN020

Endospec is an albendazole based
oral suspension used for the control of
roundworms, lungworms, tapeworms
and adult liver fluke in cattle and sheep.
Available in 1 2.5 and 5L.

Levafas Diamond is a Levamisole
hydrochloride based oral suspension
used for the control of roundworms,
lungworms and adult liver fluke in cattle
and sheep. Available in 1, 2.5 and 4L.

Wormall is an oxfendazole oral
suspension used for the control
roundworms and lungworms in cattle
and sheep. Available in 1 and 2.5L, 5
and 10L.
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Albex 10% is an albendazole based
oral suspension used for the control of
roundworms, lungworms, tapeworms
and adult liver fluke in cattle and sheep.
Available in 1 and 5L.

Levacide Low Volume is a levamisole
based oral suspension used for the
control and roundworms and lungworms
in cattle and sheep. Available in 1 and
2.5L.

Tramazole 10% is an albendazole
based oral suspension used for the
control of roundworms, lungworms,
tapeworms and adult liver fluke in cattle
and sheep. Available in 1 and 5L.

Cydectin Sheep Drench is used for
the treatment of adult and immature
roundworms and adult lungworms.
Available in 1, 2.5 and 5L.

Oramec is an ivermectin based Sheep
Drench used for the treatment and
control of roundworms, lungworms and
nasal bots. Available in 1, 2.5 and 5L.

Flukiver is a closantel based sheep
drench effective against immatrure and
mature fluke and larval stages nasal bot
fly in sheep. Available in 1, 2.5 and 5L.

Zanil is an oxyclozanide based oral
solution for the treatment and control of
liver fluke and Tapeworms in cattle and
sheep. Available in 5L.

Noromectin Sheep Drench is an
ivermectin based Sheep Drench
used for the treatment and control of
roundworms, lungworms and nasal
bots. Available in 1, 2.5 and 10L.

Solantel Oral Suspension for Sheep is
a closantel drench for the treatment of
liver fluke in sheep. Available in 1,2.5
and 5L.

Dectomax is a doramectin based
injection for cattle and sheep for the
treatment of roundworms, lungworms,
eye-worms, warbles, lice and mange
mites. Available in 50ml, 200ml and
500ml.

Genesis Sheep Drench is for the
treatment and control of roundworms
and lungworms in sheep. Available in
5L.

Endofluke is a Triclabendazole based
Oral Suspension used for the treatment
of the three stages of liver fluke in cattle
and sheep. Available in 2.5 and 5L.

Ivomec Classic is an ivermectin
based injection for the treatment of
roundworms, lungworms and external
parasites and cattle and sheep.
Available in 200ml and 500ml.
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NOROMECTIN INJECTION
CONVSN021

BIMECTIN INJECTION
CONVSN022

FLUKIVER
CONVSN024

CLIK
CONVSC002

CLIKZIN
CONVSC003

ECTOFLY
CONVSC004

VECOXAN
CONVSN025

DYCOXAN
CONVSN026

CHANOX
CONVSN027

ECTOFLITS
CONVSC005

BAYTICOL
CONVSC006

HYGEIA SUMMER DIP
CONVSC007

CLIK XTRA
CONVSC001

SPOT ON
CONVSC008

DECTOSPOT
CONVSC009

SPOTINOR
CONVSC010

Noromectin Injection is an ivermectin
based injection for the treatment of
roundworms, lungworms and external
parasites and cattle and sheep.
Available in 250ml and 500ml.

Vecoxan is a white Oral Suspension for
lambs and calves has been created to
prevent scours caused by coccidiosis.

Bimectin Injection is an ivermectin
based injection for the treatment of a
wide range of internal and external
parasites of cattle and sheep. Available
in 500ml.

Dycoxan is a white Oral Suspension for
lambs and calves has been created to
prevent scours caused by coccidiosis.

Flukiver is a Closantel based injection it
is used for the treatment and control of
liver fluke in cattle and sheep. It is also
targets the larval stage of nasal bots in
sheep. Available in 500ml.

Chanox is a Toltrazuril based oral
suspension used in the treatment and
prevention of coccidiosis in lambs and
calves. Available in 250ml and 1L.

Clik Pour-On prevents against blowfly
strike in sheep and lambs. It will prevent
blowfly strike for up to 16 weeks.
Available in 2.2 and 5L.

Ectoflits is used for the protection and
treatment of blowfly strike, keds, lice,
ticks, and scab infestations in sheep.
Available in 3L.

Clikzin prevents against blowfly strike in
sheep and lambs. It will prevent blowfly
strike for up to 8 weeks. It also has a
short withdrawal period of only 7 days
making it the ideal product for lambs
going to slaughter.

Bayticol pour on is used for the
treatment of biting and sucking lice and
ticks and mange in cattle. It is also
highly effective against the red water
tick. Available in 1L.

Ectofly Pour-On is used in the treatment
of ticks, headflies and biting lice in
sheep and is also used to prevent
blowfly strike. Available in 2.5 and 5L.

Hygeia Summer sheep dip is for the
treatment and control of sheep scab
and blowfly is sheep.

S H EE P

—

Ecto
Parasites
BOVICOX
CONVSN028

Bovicox is a Toltrazuril based oral
suspension used in the prevention and
cure of coccidiosis in lambs and calves.
Available in 1L.
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CONVSC001—
CONVSC011

Clik Extra Pour-On prevents against
blowfly strike in sheep and lambs. It
will prevent blowfly strike for up to
19 weeks. Available in 2.2 or 5L.

Spot on is a deltamethrin based
insecticide used for the treatment and
control of flies and lice on cattle and
ticks, keds, lice and blowfly on sheep.
Available in 250ml, 500ml, 1L and 5L.

Dectospot is a deltamethrin based
ready to use pour on in the treatment
and control of sucking lice, biting lice,
keds and flies on sheep and cattle.
Available in 250ml, 500ml, 1L and 2.5L.

Spotinor is a deltamethrin based
insecticide used for the treatment and
control of flies and lice on cattle and
ticks, keds, lice and blowfly on sheep.
Available in 250ml, 500ml, 1L and 2.5L.
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VET ER INARY

S H EE P

—

Vaccines
BUTOX
CONVSC011

Butox is a deltamethrin based ready to
use pour on in the treatment and control
of sucking lice, biting lice, keds and flies
on sheep and cattle. Available in 250ml,
1L and 2.5L.

CONVSV001—
CONVSV004

COVEXIN 10
CONVSV001

Covexin 10 is a 10 in 1 clostridial
vaccine for both cattle and sheep.

IVERPRAZ
CONVEQ003

For the treatment of mixed cestode and
nematode or arthropod infestations,
due to adult and immature roundworms,
lungworms, bots and tapeworms in
horses.

NOROMECTIN TUBE
CONVEQ004

Noromectin is an ivermectin based
horse wormer for the treatment and
control of important internal parasites,
including roundworms, lungworms and
bots.

BIMECTIN HORSE ORAL
PASTE CONVEQ005

Bimectin Horse Oral paste is an
ivermectin based option for the
treatment of internal parasites including
roundworms, lungworms and bots.

CANINE

—

COVEXIN 8
CONVSV002

Covexin 8 is an 8 in 1 clostridial vaccine
for both cattle and sheep.

TRIBOVAX T
CONVSV003

HEPTAVAC P
CONVSV004

ANIMEC
CONVEQ006

EMBOTAPE
CONVEQ007

EQUEST PRAMOX
CONVEQ001

EQVALAN DUO
CONVEQ002

FLEATIX SPOT-ON
CONVCA001

PRAZITEL PLUS TABLETS
CONVCA002

Tribovax T protects against a number of
clostridial diseases including black leg.
Available in 20ml and 50ml.

Heptavac P is an injectable
immunisation which reduces mortality
in sheep and is used in the control
clostridial diseases in sheep. Available
in 50, 100, 250 and 500ml.

Animec Horse wormer is an ivermectin
based oral paste thattreats a range of
internal parasites, including small and
large redworms, lungworms, pinworms
and bots in horses.

Embotape is an oral paste containing
pyrantel embonate that treats a range
of internal parasites, including small and
large redworms, tapeworms, pinworms
and Ascarids in horses.

CONVCA001—
CONVCA002

EQ UI N E

—

CONVEQ001—
CONVEQ007
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Equest pramox contains Moxidectin
and praziquante The only combination
wormer to control with a single dose,
small redworm as well as other
roundworm species, bots, and all 3
species of tapeworm.

Eqvalan Duo is a ready to use
ivermectin paste dose which is effective
against most common worms except for
tapeworms and encysted redworms.

Spot on Solution to Treat & Prevent
Fleas and Ticks in Dogs.

Prazitel™ Plus Tablets for Dogs are for
the control of tapeworms, roundworms,
hookworms and whipworms in dogs
and puppies.
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N UT R IT ION

CATT LE

— CATT L E
		

• Powder Minerals
• Mineral Supplements

— CALVES
• Feed Supplements
• Mineral Supplements
• Calf Health

Powder
Minerals
CONNCP001—
CONNCP017

CONROY SUPREME PRECALVER 20KG CONNCP016

PRE-CALVER CODE 29
CONNCP001

PRE-CALVER CODE 4211
CONNCP002

PRE-CALVER 1270
CONNCP003

PRE-CALVER CODE 1282
CONNCP004

POST-CALVER CODE 32
CONNCP005

POST-CALVER CODE 02
CONNCP006

MAIZE BEEF CODE 40
CONNCP007

BEEF CODE 2123
CONNCP008

Complementary Mineral Feeding stuff
for dry cows before calving. Including
Iodex, multiple sources of Copper,
high magnesium, high phosphorus and
protected zinc.

Pre-Calver Code 4211 is a high spec,
high phos based pre-calver mineral.
Suitable as a feed additive and for
dusting on silage in the winter period.
Available in 25kg bags.

— S H EEP
• Mineral Supplements
• Feed Supplements

— EQUI N E
• Mineral Supplements

Pre-Calver Code 1270 is a high spec,
high magnesium based pre-calver
mineral. Suitable as a feed additive
and for dusting on silage in the winter
period. Available in 25kg bags.

Post Calver code 02 is a High Phos
post calver mineral focused on fertility.
Available in 25kg bags.
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Pre-Calver Code 29 is a high spec
mineral based pre-calver. Suitable as a
feed additive and for dusting on silage
in the winter period. Available in 25kg
bags.

NUT R IT IO N

N UT R ITION

—

Pre-Calver code 1282 is a high spec
pre-calver mineral with transition
mineral included. Suitable as a feed
additive and for dusting on silage in the
winter period. Available in 25kg bags.

Maize-Beef Code 40 is a High Phos
mineral suitable for feeding with forage
crops. Available in 25kg bags.

Post Calver Code 32 is a High Phos
post calver mineral focused on fertility.
Available in 25kg bags.

Beef Code 2123 is a Hi Spec mineral
suitable for Dry stock. Available in 25kg
bags.
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RUMEN ROCKET 20KG
CONNCP017

RUMBUFF CODE 5004
CONNCP010

TURBO-LIX BREED PLUS
CONNCS002

TURBO- LIX THRIVE
CONNCS003

EASI-MAG
CONNCS004

TRANSITION COW CODE 80
CONNCP011

MAG PHOS
CONNCP012

SWEET CAL MAG CODE
0014 CONNCP013

RUMINANT MINERAL
BLOCK CONNCS005

NUTRIBIO SALT BLOCK
CONNCS006

GARLIC LICK BUCKET
CONNCS007

TURBO-LIX IMMUNE
BUCKET CONNCS001

LIQUITRACE MINERAL
CONNCS008

COSEICURE BOLUS
CONNCS009

ALL SURE BOLUS
CONNCS010

Beef and Buffer code 23 is a Hi Spec
mineral with an added buffer suitable for
dry stock and finishing cattle. Available
in 25kg bags.

Transition Cow Code 80 is an optional
feed transition mineral to feed 2 weeks
pre-calving alongside pre-calver
mineral. Available in 25kg bags.

A complex and potent prebiotic feed
additive specifically formulated for dairy
cows which vigorously enhances rumen
performance.

Mag Phos is a Hi Mag, Hi Phos
additive. Available in 18kg bucket.

RUMBUFF is a breakthrough in the
search for an ideal buffering agent. It
has many properties, which make it the
only and obvious choice for inclusion
in feeds where a buffering agent is
desirable.

Sweet Cal Mag Code 0014 is a high
calcium, high magnesium 25kg mineral
bag.

Turbo-Lix Breed Plus is a 15%
Magnesium based bucket with a high
spec of minerals. This is formulated to
aid and prevent grass tetany. Available
in an 18kg bucket.

Pure Mineral Block. Pre & Post Calver.
Containing all the major and minor
Mineral and Trace Element Nutrients
essential for Cattle Pre and Post
Calving. High Phosphorous (5%).

Turbo-Lix Thrive Cattle is a high spec
mineral bucket suitable for cattle of all
ages. An 18kg bucket which includes
the highest level of copper available.

The Nutribio salt lick block is the
perfect addition to your farm to ensure
cattle are getting the required salt and
minerals they need to stay healthy.

NUT R IT IO N

BEEF & BUFFER CODE 23
CONNCP009

Easi-Mag lick bucket contains
magnesium in a palatable form to
ensure intakes for cows and ewes in an
18kg bucket.

Garlic Lick Bucket is an effective way
to create a repellent against flies and
biting insects. Available in an 18kg
bucket.

N UTR IT ION

CATT LE

—

Mineral
Supplements
MAG PAK CODE 9170
CONNCP015

Mag Pak Code 9170 is a soluble
powder magnesium for home mixing
through drinking water to support grass
tetany prevention and fertility. Available
in 25kg bag.
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CONNCS001—
CONNCS026

Turbo-Lix Immune is a High-Spec 18kg
pre-calver bucket lick with chelated
minerals, high levels of copper,
magnesium, iodine and seaweed
included.

Complementary liquid mineral
feedingstuff for lactating cows &
cattle for the long term supply of trace
elements.

CoseIcure Cattle is a unique, soluble
glass trace element bolus for cattle,
which delivers rumen-available ionic
copper, ionic cobalt, iodine and
selenium to the animal at a controlled
and constant rate for up to six months.

The All Sure Cattle Bolus is an
application of two ruminal boluses
for cattle, providing slow release
supplementation of copper, iodine,
selenium and cobalt where dietary
intake may be low.
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MASTERVET BOLUS
CONNCS012

COYLES COPPER BOLUS
CONNCS013

TOPICAL IODINE
CONNCS019

FORADYNE
CONNCS020

TURBO THRIVE CATTLE
DRENCH CONNCS021

COPPER GUARD BOLUS
CONNCS014

OPTIMAG BOLUS
CONNCS015

BOVIKALC BOLUS
CONNCS016

TURBO VITALITY
CONNCS022

SUPER E
CONNCS023

COPPER INJECTION
CONNCS025

TRANSFORMULA
CONNCF001

TWICE A DAY
CONNCF002

All Trace High Iodine Boluses are
a mineral supplement for grazing
or forage fed cattle that supplies
a constant supply of minerals and
vitamins over a 180 day period.

Copper Guard is a long acting, slow
releasing nutritional supplement of
copper with added selenium in a bolus.
Lasts up to 6 months.

Mastervet boluses are designed to help
replenish necessary trace minerals that
may be lacking in times of increased
demand. Mastervet High Trace Bolus
can help to prevent problems with
health and fertility.

Optimag Bolus is indicated for use
as an aid in the maintenance of
magnesium intake in adult cattle during
high risk periods associated with the
grazing of rapidly growing grass.

Coyle's Copper SR is for the
supplementation of copper in cows and
cattle where copper deficiency is an
issues. They are low releasing ensuring
copper is delivered over a prolonged
period up to six months.

Bovikalc Calcium Bolusis an essential
source of calcium used for the
treatment and control of milk fever in
cattle. feveor straight after calving and a
second bolus given 12 hours later.

Topical Iodine is a pour on Iodine that
is designed to be absorbed through the
skin rather than rely on the cow licking
it off.

Turbo Vitality mineral drench is a
complementary dietetic feed for all
round performance plus contains high
levels of cobalt. Suitable for Cattle and
Sheep. Available in 2.5L.

For iodine deficiency in cattle and
sheep.

Super E is formulated to support the
management of white muscle disease,
nutritional maintenace and the immune
system of animals under stress or
lacking vitamin E.

NUT R IT IO N

ALL TRACE HI IODINE
BOLUS CONNCS011

Turbo Thrive Cattle contains chelated
minerals, zinc, copper, manganese,
iron, vitamins antioxidants and trace
elements which are essential for
improved fertility. Available in 1, 2.5
and 5L.

B.V.P Copper injection is used for the
treatment of copper deficiency in cattle
and sheep. It is to be administered by
deep intramuscular injection only into
the neck area, using aseptic technique.

NUTRITION

CALVES

—

Feed
Supplements
CAP CALCIUM BOLUS
CONNCS026

Cap Calcium is a nutritional bolus
containing calcium, phosphorus,
magnesium and Vitamin D3, which is
intended to be used to reduce the risk
of milk fever in dairy cows.
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MAYCILLIN BOLUS
CONNCS017

The Maycillin Dairy cow bolus is a quick
acting udder health bolus. To be used
as an aid in supporting dairy cows
natural immune system.

AQUADYNE TABLETS
CONNCS018

Aquadyne tablets are a slow release
iodine supplement for cows and cattle
to be administered through the animals
drinking water.

CONNCF001—
CONNCF006

Transformula Milk Replacer for baby
Calves. Available in 20kg bags.

Twice a Day is a skim based milk
replacer designed for twice a day
feeding for calves. Available in a 20kg
bag.
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Once a Day Milk replacer is a skim
based milk replacer designed for once a
day feeding. Available in a 20kg bag.

SWEET COMPLETE
CONNCF004

Sweet Complete is a whey milk replacer
predominantly deriving from milk
proteins for use in twice daily feeding or
through an automatic feeder. Available
in a 20kg bag.

COMPUMATE
CONNCF005

Compumate is the only milk replacer
powder designed for computerised fed
calves. Available in 20kg bags.

High levels of natural sources of BetaCarotene supporting antioxidant activity.
Available in 250g, 450g, 900g & 2.25kg.

TURBO VITALITY
CONNCM002

Turbo Vitality mineral drench is a
complementary dietetic feed for all
round performance plus contains high
levels of cobalt. Suitable for Cattle and
Sheep. Available in 2.5L.
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Allsure Calf is a slow release trace
element bolus ideally suited to bridge
the energy gap of dairy heifer calves at
weaning, lasting up to 6 months.

N UTR IT ION

NUTRITION

CA LVE S

CALVES

Mineral
Supplements

Calf Health

—

TURBO COLUSTRUM
CONNCF006

ALL SURE CALF BOLUS
CONNCM006

CONNCM001—
CONNCM008

CALF BOOSTER
CONNCM003

Calf Booster is formulated specifically
for older calves & weanlings supporting
growth rates, appetite and natural
management of immunity and gut
health.

COYLES COPPER BOLUS
CONNCM007

COPPER GUARD BOLUS
CONNCM008

TURBO IMMUNE TUBE
CONNCH001

MILKSHAKE
CONNCH002

ALPHA CALF MAX
CONNCH005

TURBO HYDRATE SACHET
& TUBE CONNCH008

Coyle's Copper SR is for the
supplementation of copper in cattle and
calves where copper deficiency is an
issues. They are low releasing ensuring
copper is delivered over a prolonged
period up to six months.

NUT R IT IO N

ONCE A DAY
CONNCF003

Copper Guard (24) is a long acting
and highly concentrated nutritional
supplement of copper with added
selenium for the diet of cows, calves
and adult cattle.

—

TURBO THRIVE CATTLE
DRENCH CONNCM001

Turbo Thrive Cattle contains chelated
minerals, zinc, copper, manganese,
iron, vitamins antioxidants and trace
elements which are essential for
improved fertility. Available in 1, 2.5
and 5L.

SUPER E
CONNCM005

Super E is formulated to support the
management of white muscle disease,
nutritional maintenace and the immune
system of animals under stress or
lacking vitamin E.

CONNCH001—
CONNCH016

MILKGUARD PLUS
CONNCH003

A nutrition based health product that
naturally supports your calves' gut
health, immunity and growth.

Multi-functional supplement to support
the emerging immune system in the
newly born calf.

Alpha Calf Max is a blend of natural
plants extracts scientifically chosen to
give optimum gut health in all calves.

Milkshake contains nutrients to support
growth and health for calves fed wholemilk or milk-replacer.

Complete electrolyte and rehydration.
Comes in both powder and gel formats.
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REZULT OPTI-LYTE
CONNCH010

REPLENOLYTE
CONNCH011

TURBO THRIVE SHEEP
DRENCH CONNSM001

TURBO VITALITY
CONNSM002

COBALT POWERPAK
CONNSM003

EFFYDRAL TABLETS
CONNCH012

LIQUID PARAFFIN
CONNCH013

RESPIRON POWDER
CONNCH014

SUPER E
CONNSM005

ALL SURE SHEEP AND
LAMB BOLUS CONNSM006

ALL SURE COBALT BOLUS
CONNSM007

COSEICURE SHEEP BOLUS
CONNSM008

TURBO-LIX IMMUNE
CONNSM009

TURBO-LIX THRIVE
CONNSM010

Start Aid is a triple action electrolyte
formulated to support the stabilisation of
water and electrolyte balance in calves.

Effydral Tablets corrects dehydration,
electrolyte loss and metabolic acidosis,
particularly when these disturbances
arise as a consequence of diarrhoea.

Rezult Opti-Lyte is a concentrated oral
solution used to reverse the effects of
dehydration in calves, lambs, kids, foals
and piglets.

Liquid Paraffin is most commonly
used as a laxative for animals that are
suffering from constipation.

Replenolyte has been designed to
reverse the process of dehydration and
electrolyte loss in calves.

Respiron is a natural support to
maintaining a healthy respiratory
system in calves and young cattle at
housing & Weaning.

Turbo Thrive Sheep contains chelated
minerals, zinc, copper, manganese,
iron, vitamins antioxidants and trace
elements essential for improved fertility
and performance in ewes, rams and
lambs. Available in 1, 2.5 & 5L.

Complemtary feedingstuff containing
high levels of vitamin E and selenium.
Available in 1 & 2.5 Litre.

Turbo Vitality mineral drench is a
complementary dietetic feed for all
round performance plus contains high
levels of cobalt. Suitable for Cattle and
Sheep. Available in 2.5L.

Animax allsure sheep and lamb boluses
are used in sheep when trace element
supplementation is needed. They are a
complimentary mineral feed for sheep
and lambs. These boluses contain
Cobalt, Iodine and Selenium.

NUT R IT IO N

START AID SACHET
CONNCH009

Designed to supplement Cobalt, vitamin
B12 and other vitamins to ovine’s and
bovines. Available in 1, 2.5 & 5 Litre.

Animax Allsure Cobalt is a ruminal
bolus for sheep, they provide a slow
release supplementation of Cobalt.

N UT R IT ION

S HE E P

—

Mineral
Supplements
RESPIRON BLOCK
CONNCH015

Respiron Block supports the prevention
of respiratory problems with an appetite
stimulant added to encourage feed
intake.
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RUMBUFF
CONNCH016

RUMBUFF is a breakthrough in the
search for an ideal buffering agent. It
has many properties, which make it the
only and obvious choice for inclusion
in feeds where a buffering agent is
desirable.

CONNSM001—
CONNSM012

For supplementation of sheep over
30kg at risk from copper, selenium
and iodine deficiencies, and for the
improvement of cobalt supply.

Turbo-Lix Immune is a high protein,
high energy 18kg bucket lick with a full
compliment of minerals, trace elements
and vitamins.

Turbo-Lix Thrive is a top spec mineral
based bucket lick for sheep. An 18kg
bucket with a specific focus on cobalt
and zinc.
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N UT R IT ION

S HE E P

—

EASI- MAG
CONNSM011

SHEEP MINERAL POWDER
CONNSM012

CONNSF001—
CONNSF003

CALCIJECT
CONNSH003

MAGNIJECT
CONNSH004

RUMEN BOOSTER
CONNSH005

Easi-Mag lick bucket contains
magnesium in a palatable form to
ensure intakes for cows and ewes in an
18kg bucket.

General Purpose powder mineral/ feed
additive for all sheep 25kg bag.

TURBO COLOSTRUM
CONNSF001

EWE REKA BAG 20KG
CONNSF002

EWE REKA BUCKET 5KG
CONNSF003

TURBO BIO TUBE
CONNSH006

TURBO HYDRATE SACHET
CONNSH007

REPLENOLYTE
CONNSH008

CAL PLUS
CONNSH001

KETOVIT
CONNSH002

REPIDERMA SPRAY
CONNSH009

ALU SPRAY
CONNSH010

FORAN SKIN POWDER
CONNSH011

Turbo colostrum has high natural levels
of Beta-Carotene supporting antioxidant
activity. Available in 250g, 450g, 900g
and 2.25kg.

Shine Ewe-reka is made with ewe milk
– the closest milk replacer to mothers
milk.

Shine Ewe-reka is made with ewe milk
– the closest milk replacer to mothers
milk.

Calciject 40+3 is a calcium and
magnesium solution for subcutaneous
or slow intravenous injection, indicated
in the treatment of hypocalcaemia in
cattle complicated by deficiency of
magnesium.

Turbo Bio Tube is a complimentary
feeding stuff for cattle and sheep which
supports gut recovery and enhances
appetite.

Magniject is a ready to use solution for
the treatment of hypomagnesaemia
(Grass Tetany) in cattle and sheep.

Turbo Hydrate Sachet provides
complete electrolyte and rehydration.
Comes in both powder and gel formats.

NUT R IT IO N

Feed
Supplements
Rumen Booster is a sachet for freshly
calved cows and calves. Providing a
speedy means to support normalising
of digestive disturbances of either a
primary or secondary nature.

Replenolyte has been designed to
reverse the process of dehydration and
electrolyte loss in calves.

N UT RI T I O N

SH E EP

—

Sheep
Health
CONNSH001—
CONNSH011
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Supplementary source of Calcium for
Dairy Cows & Breeding Ewes.

Ketovit is a nutritional supplement
containing carnitine, vitamins, nutrients
and glucose, to help support the
management of Ketosis. Available in 1,
2.5 and 5L.

Repiderma Spray is highly effective
against digital dermatitis, foot rot &
other claw ailments, in addition to its
use on hooves it can also be used
as a skin treatment and is extremely
efficient at healing torn udders.

Aluspray is a micronised aluminium
spray that serves as a protective barrier
and to heal all types of wounds.

FORAN SKIN CARE POWDER is an
ideal dressing containing fly repellents
for general purpose use on animals.
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N UT RI T I O N

E QUI N E

—

CONNEM001—
CONNEM005

EQUOBOOST HORSE LICK
CONNEM003
Suitable for all types of horses,
brood mares, both barren, in foal and
lactating.
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SUPER BOOSTER HORSE
CONNEM001

COPPER BOOSTER
SYRINGE CONNEM002

GARLIC LICK BUCKET
CONNEM004

HORSE & PONY MINERAL
CONNEM005

Super Booster is a balanced MultiVitamin & Trace Element Booster
for horses and ponies. Available in
1Litre

Garlic Lick Bucket is an effective way
to create a repellent against flies and
biting insects. Available in an 18kg
bucket.

NUT R IT IO N

Mineral
Supplements
Copper Booster contains
Albion Copper metalosate which is fully
protected to ensure a high level of bioavailability to the horse.

General purpose mineral, feed additive
for horses. 25KG bag.
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HO OF CA R E

INTRA HOOF CLEAN &
CONTROL CONLHC001

Intra Hoof-Fit Clean and Control is part
of the Hoof-fit line that boasts the ONLY
Antibiotic free treatment for Digital
Dermatitis.

INTRA HOOF FIT LIQUID
SPRAY CONLHC003

FORMALDEHYDE
SOLUTION CONLHC005

ZINC SULPHATE
CONLHC006

INTRA HOOF FIT GEL &
TAPE CONLHC008

REPIDERMA SPRAY
CONLHC009

Designed for use in a footbath contains
conditioning ingredients necessary to
keep the claws of dairy cattle in optimal
condition.

Intra Hoof-Fit Spray is part of the
Hoof-fit line that boasts the ONLY
Antibiotic free treatment for Digital
Dermatitis. Intra Hoof-Fit Spray is highly
effective at treating claw ailments.

210.00 mm

FORMALDEHYDE BLEND

FORMALDHYDE WITH COPPER AND ZINC SULPHATE SOLUTION FOR
FOOTBATHING IN CATTLE AND SHEEP
INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE:
Include at 4-5% where footbathing is being carried once per week or if high levels of lameness are present.
Include at 2-3% where footbathing is being carried out more than once per week or if there are low levels of
lameness present.
Change solution for every 150 cow passes.

Health & Safety

— DI S IN F EC TA N TS
— DAI RY HY G IE N E

155.00 mm

— H O OF CA R E

DANGER

Toxic if swallowed, or if inhaled.
Causes serious eye damage.
May cause an allergic skin reaction.
May cause respiration irritation.
Suspected of causing genetic defects.
May cause cancer.
May cause damage to organs.
Danger of serious damage to health by prolonged.
Very toxic to aquatic life with lasting effects.
Do not breathe vapour/spray.
Wear protective clothing/gloves/eye protection/face protection.
If in EYES: Rinse cautiously with water for several minutes.
Remove contact lenses,
if present and easy to do. Continue rinsing.
If SWALLOWED: Rinse mouth, do not induce vomiting.
Immediately call a poison Centre/Doctor.
If onSKIN (or Hair): Take off immediately all contaminated clothing.
Rinse skin/hair with water/shower.
If skin irritation or rash occurs get medical advice/attention.
Shelf life: 2 years.
Storage: Store in a cool dry place.
PCS 99552

Central Chemical Supplies Ltd, 44 Hall Road, Donaghcloney, Craigavon, BT66 7LJ
Tel: +44 (0)28 3888 1936
Fax: +44 (0)28 3888 2335

UN 2810

FORMALDEHYDE BLEND
CONLHC004
Formaldehyde Blend is a footbath
disinfectant and hoof conditioner,
it has a unique liquid 3in1 blend of
formaldehyde with copper and zins
sulphate. Available in 25, 205 and
1000L.
Cyan
Magenta
Yellow
Black
PANTONE 2705 C

0.82%
1.42%
1.40%
11.21%
90.66%

258.371 mm²
446.777 mm²
440.535 mm²
3532.091 mm²
28557.592 mm²

cutter
PACKZ INFOPANEL

0.00%
0.00%

1.246 mm²
0.000 mm²

james hamilton group

Units 3 & 4, 5759 Millennium Way, Lurgan,
Co. Armagh. BT66 8DH
Tel: 028 3832 6761  Fax: 028 3832 9514
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CUSTOMER APPROVAL CHECKLIST

Whilst every effort is made to ensure accuracy, errors can occur. The ultimate responsibility for accuracy rests with the client.
Please check and tick box below to confirm Layout, Barcode, Text and Die size (inc. Fit to product)
This proof is a representative of the design but not accurate for colour.

APPROVED:

Traditional solution used in a footbath
for the control of foot rot and other hoof
conditions.

Zinc Sulpahte is most commonly used
as a foot bath solution for cows and
sheep.

SIGNATURE:

COPPER SULPHATE
CONLHC007

Promote healthy hooves and protect
against digital dermatisis.
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INTRA HOOF BATH
CONLHC002

LIQ U ID S , DETERGENTS , DAIRY

CONLHC001—
CONLHC012

Leading edge

L I QU ID S ,
DE T E RGE N TS ,
DAIRY HY GIE NE

L IQU ID S , DE T E RG E N T S ,
DA IRY HYG IE N E

Repiderma Spray is highly effective
against digital dermatitis, foot rot &
other claw ailments, in addition to its
use on hooves it can also be used
as a skin treatment and is extremely
efficient at healing torn udders.
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WALKEASE
CONLHC010

HOOF SHOE GLUE &
APPLICATOR CONLHC012

SORGENE XTRA
CONLDS006

STALOSAN F
CONLDS007

HY CAL LIME
CONLDS008

FAM 30
CONLDS001

HYPEROX
CONLDS002

AGRI CAL LIME
CONLDS009

SURGICAL SPIRITS
CONLDS010

METHYLATED SPIRITS
CONLDS011

Timber shoes suitable application for
hoof treatment..

Sorgene Xtra Broad Spectrum
Disinfectant 5ltr is a tried and tested
broad-spectrum disinfectant.

A blend of calcium carbonate and
hydrated lime.

A blend of calcium carbonate and
hydrated lime.

LIQ U ID S , DETERGENTS , DAIRY

An early intervention hoof block repair
solution for cattle where the hoof needs
to be elevated for a short period of time.

HOOF SHOES
CONLHC011

LI Q UI D S , DE TE RG E N TS,
DAI RY HYGI E N E

DI SI N F EC TA N TS

CONLDS001—
CONLDS011

FAM 30 is a Multi-purpose Iodophor
Disinfectant.

Hyperox Disinfectant 5L stabilised
formulation provides greater application
flexibility and broad spectrum activity
with efficacy against viruses, bacteria,
fungi and spores at low temperatures
and in the face of organic challenge.

Premium super fine (80 micron) cubicle
lime for the control of odour and
maintenance of sanitary conditions in
livestock buildings.

Concentrated disinfectant for use on
cleaning animal handling equipment.

LIQUIDS, DETERGENTS,
DAIRY HYGIENE

Concentrated disinfectant for use on
cleaning animal handling equipment.

210.00 mm

DUAL DIP SUPREME
RTU LACTIC & CHLORHEXIDINE BASED PRODUCT
FOR PRE-POST MILKING TEAT IMMERSION OR SPRAY.
CONTAINS CHLORHEXIDINE 0.6% AND MINT OIL.

Instructions for use:
Application:
Rinse pipes thoroughly with clean water between different products.
Post milking teat immersion: This product should be used direct from the container
without dilution. Fill a teat cup two thirds full with the product. Immediately after each
cow has been milked, dip each teat in the solution ensuring that the entire surface
of the teat comes in contact with the solution. Refill the cup as necessary. Teat cups
should be emptied after milking and washed before use
155.00 mm

leading edge

DA IRY
HYGIENE

Clean teats pre-milking routine:
1. The product should be used directly from the container without dilution.
2. Dry wipe udders with a paper towel. Use one disposable towel per cow.
3. Forestrip each teat.
4. Fill teat cup two thirds full of product and immerse each teat ensuring that
the entire surface of the teat is covered in liquid or foam, OR spray the full length
of each teat. Allow a minimum contact time of 30 seconds.
5. Refill the teat cup as necessary. Teat cups should be emptied after use and
washed before re-use.
6. Dry teats thoroughly with a paper towel to remove residue. Use one towel per cow.

WARNING
Causes serious eye irritation.
Wash hands thoroughly after handling.
Wear protective gloves/ protective clothing/ eye protection/
face protection.
IF IN EYES: Rinse cautiously with water for several minutes.
Remove contact lenses,
If present and easy to do. Continue rinsing.
If eye irritation persists: Get medical attention.

Teat Spraying:
The product should be used directly from the container without dilution.
Spray the full length of the teat after milking.
Apply immediately after each milking.
Storage & Disposal:
Store in a dry, well ventilated area away from sources of heat or ignition.
Do not store above 25oC. Protect from light. Protect from frost.

Shelf life: 2 years

PCS 99366

Version 1.0

Manufactured for PureChem, 44 Hall Road, Donaghcloney, Craigavon, BT66 7LJ Tel: +44 (0)28 3888 1936 Fax: +44 (0)28 3888 2335

VIRKON S
CONLDS003

Virkon S is a disinfectant with wide
virucidal, bactericidal and fungicidal
activity spectrum.
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KENOCOX
CONLDS004

Kenocox Disinfectant is a broad
spectrum disinfectant that is highly
effective against endoparasites, such
as cryptosporidium, parvum and
coccidiosis, and bacterial infections.

KILCOX EXTRA
CONLDS005

Kilcox Extra Disinfectant is a
Department of Agriculture approved
disinfectant that can be used by
spraying, foaming, thermal fogging or
for use in footbaths.

Black
spot red
Cyan
Magenta
Yellow
PANTONE 2240 C

4.07%
0.45%
0.10%
0.09%
0.08%
30.08%

1325.92 mm²
147.92 mm²
31.17 mm²
28.12 mm²
25.33 mm²
9791.86 mm²

108945.pdf

Customer Name: Central chemicals
Date: 27/11/18
Version: 02
Description: Puresan Duel Dip Supreme

DUAL DIP SUPREME
CONLDH001
james hamilton group

cutter

0.46%

149.04 mm²

Units 3 & 4, 5759 Millennium Way, Lurgan,
Co. Armagh. BT66 8DH
Tel: 028 3832 6761  Fax: 028 3832 9514
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Left Edge leading

CUSTOMER APPROVAL CHECKLIST

CONLDH001—
CONLDH017

Whilst every effort is made to ensure accuracy, errors can occur. The ultimate responsibility for accuracy rests with the client.
Please check and tick box below to confirm Layout, Barcode, Text and Die size (inc. Fit to product)
This proof is a representative of the design but not accurate for colour.

APPROVED:

SIGNATURE:

Suitable for pre and post spraying/
dipping. Eucalyptus oil is also included
for teat conditioning and to help repel
flies. Available in 25, 205 & 1000L.

DERMALAC
CONLDH002

Dermalac is a ready to use lactic and
salicylic acid based spray, dip or foam
for pre and post milking hygiene.
Available in 25, 205 & 1000L.
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Units 3 & 4, 57-59 Millennium Way, Lurgan, Co. Armagh. BT66 8DH
Tel: 028 3832 6761 Fax: 028 3832 9514
Email: s.mccallion@jameshamiltongroup.com

DATE:
11/07/17
VERSION No. V3

PureChem
Units 3 & 4, 57-59 Millennium Way, Lurgan, Co. Armagh. BT66 8DH
Tel: 028 3832 6761 Fax: 028 3832 9514
Email: s.mccallion@jameshamiltongroup.com

Chlorhexidine Dual Dip 155 x 210mm
107290

DATE:
11/07/17
VERSION No. V5

PureChem
Units 3 & 4, 57-59 Millennium Way, Lurgan, Co. Armagh. BT66 8DH
Tel: 028 3832 6761 Fax: 028 3832 9514
Email: s.mccallion@jameshamiltongroup.com

Iodophor Teat Dip 4:1
105477

DATE:
16/01/14
VERSION No. V3

Central Chemicals
Sodium Hypochlorite 14% new

Colour bars below show number of colours in job. Ticked colours show plates required for output.
Existing job (if plates are common)

Centrachem029
Colour bars below show number of colours in job. Ticked colours show plates required for output.

Plate file no:

Existing job (if plates are common)

Please ensure existing plates fit with new plates outputted.

Plate file no:

Please ensure existing plates fit with new plates outputted.
Colour bars below show number of colours in job. Ticked colours show plates required for output.
Existing job (if plates are common)

Plate file no:

Please ensure existing plates fit with new plates outputted.

210 mm

295 mm

DUAL DIP
10

RTU LACTIC & CHLORHEXIDINE BASED PRODUCT
FOR PRE-POST MILKING TEAT IMMERSION OR SPRAY.
CONTAINS CHLORHEXIDINE 0.29% AND MINT OIL.

0

Instructions for use:

0

m

m

155 mm
If using spray prepare as solution as before and after milking spray the entire surface of the teat. Use 20ml per cow. Wash teats before next milking

m

m

10

0

m

m

Health & Safety
DANGER
Causes severe skin burns and eye damage.
Do not breathe dust/ fumes/ gas/ mist/ vapours/ spray.
Wear protective gloves/protective clothing/eye protection/face protection.
IF SWALLOWED: rinse mouth. Do NOT induce vomiting.
IF IN EYES: Rinse cautiously with water for several minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present and easy to do.
Continue rinsing.
IF ON SKIN (or hair): Remove/Take off immediately all contaminated clothing. Rinse skin with water/shower.
IF INHALED: Remove person to fresh air and keep comfortable for breathing

0

PCS 97678

PCS 96195
Label version 2.01

Shelf life: 2 years

m

m

178 mm

Rinse pipes thoroughly with clean water between different products.
Post Milking Teat Immersion: This product should be used direct from
the container without dilution. Fill a teat cup two thirds full with the
product. Immediately after each cow has been milked, dip each teat
in the solution ensuring that the entire surface of the teat comes in contact
with the solution. Refill the cup as necessary. Teat cups should be emptied
after milking and washed before use.
Clean teats pre-milking routine:
1. The product should be used directly from the container without dilution.
2. Dry wipe udders with a paper towel. Use one disposable towel per cow.
3. Forestrip each teat.
4. Fill teat cup two thirds full of product and immerse each teat ensuring that
the entire surface of the teat is covered in liquid or foam, OR spray the full length
of each teat. Allow a minimum contact time of 30 seconds.
5. Refill the teat cup as necessary. Teat cups should be emptied after use and
washed before re-use.
6. Dry teats thoroughly with a paper towel to remove residue. Use one towel per cow.
Teat Spraying:
The product is used direct without dilution. After milking spray the entire surface of the teat.
Use 20ml per cow. Wash teats before next milking.
Storage & Disposal:
Store in a dry, well ventilated area away from souces of heat or ignition.
Do not store above 25C. Protect from light. Protect from frost.
Harmful to fish and aquatic life. Do not contaminate ponds, waterways or ditches
with the product or empty container. Wash out container thoroughly and dispose
of safely in accordance with local authority regulations.

155 mm

10

WARNING
Causes serious eye irritation.
Wash hands thoroughly after handling.
Wear protective gloves/ protective clothing/ eye protection/
face protection.
IF IN EYES: Rinse cautiously with water for several minutes.
Remove contact lenses,
If present and easy to do. Continue rinsing.
If eye irritation persists: Get medical attention.

10

Application:

PCS 97828

Version 2.0

210 mm

Manufactured for PureChem, 44 Hall Road, Donaghcloney, Craigavon, BT66 7LJ Tel: +44 (0)28 3888 1936 Fax: +44 (0)28 3888 2335

Label version 1.02

winding
direction

winding
direction

Black

DIGITAL

DIGITAL

159

FLOOD TTR VARNISH

DUAL DIP
CHLOROHEXIDINE
CONLDH004

IODOPHOR 4:1 TEAT DIP
CONLDH005
76mm

76mm

500 per roll

100 per roll

A ready-to-use dip or spray for routine
use after milking as a teat skin
conditioning aid. Available in 25L.

KOLDKLEEN
CONLDH006

Milking plant hot/cold wash, detergent
steriliser. Suitable in hard and soft water
areas. 20kg Bucket.
Units 3 & 4, 57-59 Millennium Way, Lurgan, Co. Armagh. BT66 8DH
Tel: 028 3832 6761 Fax: 028 3832 9514
Email: s.mccallion@jameshamiltongroup.com

DATE:
19/07/17
VERSION No. V7

DUO ACID
CONLDH014

Duo Acid is 3in1 descaler, disinfectant
and detergent very suitable for nonchlorine cleaning. Available in 25, 205
and 1000L.

DATE:
11/07/17
VERSION No. V7

PureChem

PureChem

SODIUM HYPOCHLORIDE
14% CONLDH015

Sodium hypochlorite is widely used for
its disinfecting, oxidising and bleaching
properties.

MILKING MACHINE OIL
CONLDH016

High grade milking machine oils
developed for use in milking machine
vacuum pumps. These oils are also
fantastic for use as a general lubricant
for various types of farming machinery
in the agricultural sector too.

LIQ U ID S , DETERGENTS , DAIRY

Dual Dip Chlorohexidine is a lactic
based teat dip available in a ready
to use format. Suitable as both a pre
and post dip. Available in 25, 205 and
1000L.
Units 3 & 4, 57-59 Millennium Way, Lurgan, Co. Armagh. BT66 8DH
Tel: 028 3832 6761 Fax: 028 3832 9514
Email: s.mccallion@jameshamiltongroup.com

Black

Circulation Cleaner

Chem085 Puresan Line Cleaner UN3266

105482

210.00 mm

107278

Colour bars below show number of colours in job. Ticked colours show plates required for output.
Colour bars below show number of colours in job. Ticked colours show plates required for output.
Existing job (if plates are common)

Existing job (if plates are common)

Plate file no:

Plate file no:

Please ensure existing plates fit with new plates outputted.

Please ensure existing plates fit with new plates outputted.

PURESAN CHLORINE FREE

10

0m

A NON-CHLORINE CAUSTIC DEGTERGENT
FOR THE DAIRY PARLOUR

m

Instructions for use:

Do not reuse solution.
If used twice per day, then a morning hot wash should be done at
80oC and then an evening cold wash. An acid wash should be
conducted at least once per week to remove milkstone.

155 mm

0

m

Manufactured for PureChem, 44 Hall Road, Donaghcloney, Craigavon, BT66 7LJ Tel: +44 (0)28 3888 1936 Fax: +44 (0)28 3888 2335

UN 3266
UN 3266 Corrosive Liquid, Basic, Inorganic, N.O.S
(Contains Sodium Hypochlorite, Sodium Hydroxide)

Label version 3.0

Label version 2.01

210 mm

winding
direction
Black
PANTONE 154 C
Cyan
Magenta
Yellow

DIGITAL

Health & Safety

DANGER
Do not breathe fumes/ gas/ mist/ spray.
Wear protective gloves/ protective clothing/
eye protection/ face protection.
IF SWALLOWED: rinse mouth. Do NOT induce vomiting.
IF ON SKIN (or hair): Take off immediately all
contaminated clothing. Rinse skin with water/shower.
IF INHALED: Remove person to fresh air and keep
comfortable for breathing.
IF IN EYES: Rinse cautiously with water for several
minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present and easy to do.
Continue Rinsing.

Shelf life: 1 year

Corrosive Liquid, Basic, Inorganic, N.O.S

210 mm

m

m

m

UN 3266

(Sodium Hydroxide & Sodium Hypochlorite)

Manufactured for Purechem, 44 Hall Road, Donaghcloney, Craigavon, BT66 7LJ Tel: +44 (0)28 3888 1936 Fax: +44 (0)28 3888 2335

m

m

UN 1760

Version 1.0
CLASS 8, PGII Contains Sodium Hydroxide

Shelf life: 2 years

Storage: Store in a dry place, away from acids.

0

In-place cleaning and disinfection of plant and pipelines:
After milking, clean surface dirt from clusters, tubes and jetters.
Thoroughly rinse the plant in clean water (14L per milking unit)
and run to waste. Add Hot (77-82oC) water (9L per milking unit) to
wash trough and add product at rate of 125mls in 40L
(5 fl.oz. in 10 gallons). Circulate for 10 mins and
run to waste. Rinse with clean cold water (14L per milking unit)
and allow to drain.
Manual cleaning and disinfection of dairy equipment:
After milking all equipment should be rinsed with
clean water. Make a solution at the rate of 125ml to 40L
(5 fl.oz. in 10 gallons) of warm (45oC) water. Brush the
equipment thoroughly in the mix for at least 2 minutes ensuring
all surfaces come into contact. Rinse with cold clean water
and allow to drain.

0

8

Storage: Store in a dry place, away from acids.

Health & Safety
DANGER
Contact with acids liberates toxic gas.
Causes severe skin burns and eye damage.
Very toxic to aquatic life.
Do not breathe fumes/ gas/ mist/ vapours/ spray.
Wear protective gloves/ protective clothing/ eye protection.
IF SWALLOWED: rinse mouth. Do NOT induce vomiting.
IF ON SKIN (or hair): Take off all contaminated clothing.
Rinse skin with water/ shower.
IF INHALED: Remove person to fresh air and keep comfortable
for breathing.
IF IN EYES: Rinse cautiously with water for several minutes.
Remove contact lenses if present, and easy to do. Continue rinsing.

10

HOT CIRCULATION CLEANING OF MILKING PLANT
AND PIPELINES
Instructions for Use:

Bulk tank cleaning – Automatic wash:
Use product at 300ml (9 fl.oz) per 45L (10 gall) of hot water per manufacturer’s instructions.
Health & Safety
DANGER
Causes severe skin burns and eye damage.
Wear protective gloves/ protective clothing/ eye protection/ face protection.
IF SWALLOWED: rinse mouth. Do not induce vomiting.
IF ON SKIN: Take off immediately all contaminated clothing. Rinse skin with
water/shower.
IF INHALED: Remove person to fresh air and keep comfortable for breathing.
IF IN EYES: Rinse Cautiously with water for several minutes. Remove contact lenses if
present and easy to do so. Continue Rinsing.

Evening Cleaning
Pre-rinse the plant with 14L (3 gall) of cold water per unit.
Circulate the solution from the trough for 10 min
and run to waste. Post rinse the plant with 14L (3 gall)
per milking unit.
Regular Hot Wash: If used as above twice per day, then a
weekly hot wash should be done at 70-75oC.
Bulk Tank Cleaning- Automatic Wash:
Use Product at 300ml (3 gall) per 45L (10 gall) of hot water per
manufacturer’s instructions.
Brush Washing: Rinse off any residue by hosing with water.
Prepare a solution of 300ml product (11 fl.oz.) in 45L (10 gall)
warm water and brush all surfaces thoroughly.
Post rinse the plant with 14L of clean cold water per unit.

CIRCULATION CLEANER

CORROSIVE

Non-chlorine wash routine: Use Puresan Chlorine Free in a morning hot wash
and Puresan 3D Acid in an evening cold wash. Peracetic acid may be included
in the final rinse at a rate of 60ml per 45L water. The plant should be free of
caustic/alkali residues before adding Peracetic acid as caustic will neutralise the
Peracetic acid.

10

m

10

155 mm

m

155.00 mm

0

Milking machine morning milking:
After milking, rinse machine to waste with 14L (3 gallons) of cold water per milking unit.
Add the required volume to the wash trough allowing 9L (2 gall) per cluster.
For cold circulation: add 450mls product (16 fl.oz.) per 45L (10 gall) water.
For hot circulation: add 350mls product (11 fl.oz.) per 45L (10 gall) water.
Circulate for 10 mins, return to trough for evening milking.
Rinse the plant with 14L (3 gall) of cold water per milking unit.

leading edge

10
Instructions for use:

Milking Machine
After milking, rinse machine to waste with 14L (3 gallons) of cold water per milking unit.
Add the required volume to the wash trough allowing 9L (2gall) per milking unit.
For cold circulation: add 450mls product (16 fl.oz) per 45L (10 gall) water.
For hot circulation: add 250mls product (11 fl.oz) per 45L (10 gall) water.
Circulate for 10 mins and run to waste.
Rinse the plant with 14L (3 gall) of cold water per milking unit.

15.11%
24.83%
11.46%
10.37%
9.34%

4919.69 mm²
8081.29 mm²
3729.35 mm²
3376.06 mm²
3041.09 mm²

james hamilton group

Flood TTR Varnish

cutter

0.68%

222.69 mm²

Units 3 & 4, 5759 Millennium Way, Lurgan,
Co. Armagh. BT66 8DH
Tel: 028 3832 6761  Fax: 028 3832 9514

114434.pdf
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Customer Name: Central Chemical supplies Ltd
Date: 02/10/19
Version: 01
Description: Puresan Chlorine Free amended

ArialMT
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winding
direction

DIGITAL

process blue

Left Edge leading

Black

CUSTOMER APPROVAL CHECKLIST

PURESAN LINE CLEANER
CONLDH007
76mm

500 per roll

Line Cleaner is suitable for the inplace cleaning of all types of milking
equipment by re-circulation. Available in
25, 205 & 1000L.

Whilst every effort is made to ensure accuracy, errors can occur. The ultimate responsibility for accuracy rests with the client.
Please check and tick box below to confirm Layout, Barcode, Text and Die size (inc. Fit to product)
This proof is a representative of the design but not accurate for colour.

PURESAN CHLORINE FREE
CONLDH008
APPROVED:

SIGNATURE:

A non-chlorine concentrated liquid
detergent. Used for cleaning all types
of milking equipment by re-circulation.
Also suitable for bulk tanks. Available in
25, 205 & 1000L.
Units 3 & 4, 57-59 Millennium Way, Lurgan, Co. Armagh. BT66 8DH
Tel: 028 3832 6761 Fax: 028 3832 9514
Email: s.mccallion@jameshamiltongroup.com

CIRCULATION CLEANER
CONLDH009
76mm

500 per roll

Circulation Cleaner is a non-foaming
sanitiser and cleaner for pipelines and
milking plant. Available in 25 and 205L.

BARREL PUMP
CONLDH017

200 Litre heavy duty barrel pump.

DATE:
28/06/17
VERSION No. V2

PureChem
Peracetic Acid (5%) New size

210.00 mm

107272

Colour bars below show number of colours in job. Ticked colours show plates required for output.

MULTI-ACID DESCALER

Existing job (if plates are common)

Plate file no:

Please ensure existing plates fit with new plates outputted.

HOT OR COLD ACID BASED CLEANER
FOR THE DAIRY PARLOUR

Instructions for use:

Health & Safety
DANGER
Causes severe skin burns and eye damage.
Do not breathe fumes/ gas/ mist/ vapours/ spray.
Wear protective gloves/ protective clothing/eye protection.
IF SWALLOWED: rinse mouth. Do NOT induce vomiting.
IF ON SKIN (or hair): Take off immediately all contaminated clothing.
Rinse skin with water/shower.
IF INHALED: Remove person to fresh air and keep comfortable for breathing.
IF IN EYES: Rinse cautiously with water for several minutes. Remove contact
lenses, if present and easy to do. Continue rinsing.

UN 1760
(Contains Phosphoric acid
and nitric acid)

Shelf life: 2 yearStorage: Store in a cool dry place

178 mm

155.00 mm

Instructions for use:
General Milkstone Removal:
After milking rinse plant with water (14L per cluster unit).
For milking machine/bulk tanks use Multi-Acid Descale at 0.5% v/v
(200ml per 40L water).
Hot water gives best results but cold water can be used.
Circulate solution for 10 minutes and dispose to waste.
Rinse plant/bulk tank with water until all traces of Multi-Acid
are removed (14L water per cluster unit).

Peracetic Acid (5%) can be used on stainless steel, glass and PTFE.
It can only be used on aluminium when dilute but not on
soft/catalytic metals and rubber.
CIP Disinfection:
Tank, silos, tankers, pipes, filler are used with concentration
of 0.1-0.6% v/v using a contact time of 5-30 mins.
However actual concentration and contact time
will depend on conditions.
Fogging:
Peracetic Acid (5%) is diluted to 0.5-1.0%.
Rooms should only be fogged after
all food and people are removed.
Peracetic Acid solutions should
be used within 24 hours of
dilution & only once
before disposal.
The product reacts with
caustic residues.
Ensure all surfaces
are thoroughly
cleaned
before use.
To make a 0.5% v/v
solution add 500ml
of Peracetic Acid
5% to 99.5L of water.

Health & Safety
DANGER
Harmful if swallowed.
Causes severe skin burns and eye
damage.
Do not breathe fumes/ mist/ vapours/spray.
Wear protective gloves/ protective clothing/
eye protection.
If SWALLOWED: Call a POISON CENTRE / Doctor if
you feel unwell. Rinse mouth. Do not induce vomiting.
If on SKIN (or hair): Take off immediately all
contaminated clothing. Rinse skin with water/ shower.
If INHALED: Remove person to fresh air and keep comfortable
for breathing.
IF IN EYES: Rinse cautiously with water for several minutes.
Remove contact lenses, if present and easy to do.

Storage

Store in a cool, dark, dry, well
ventilated place away from alkakis

UN 3149
Label version 2.01

295 mm
Black
PANTONE 1585 C

19.37%
28.30%

6304.14 mm²
9210.10 mm²

cutter

0.46%

148.29 mm²

james hamilton group
Units 3 & 4, 5759 Millennium Way, Lurgan,
Co. Armagh. BT66 8DH
Tel: 028 3832 6761  Fax: 028 3832 9514

110392.pdf
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Customer Name: Central Chemicals
Date: 23/10/18
Version: 02
Description: Multi Acid Descaler

3

Left Edge leading

winding
direction

DIGITAL

PMS 369

Process yellow

Black

Red

CUSTOMER APPROVAL CHECKLIST

Whilst every effort is made to ensure accuracy, errors can occur. The ultimate responsibility for accuracy rests with the client.
Please check and tick box below to confirm Layout, Barcode, Text and Die size (inc. Fit to product)
This proof is a representative of the design but not accurate for colour.

APPROVED:

SIGNATURE:

MULTI ACID DESCALER
CONLDH010

Multi-Acid Descaler is a phosphoric
and nitric based very effective descaler.
Available in 25 and 205L.

48

PERACETIC ACID
CONLDH012

Peracetic acid is a disinfectant used for
CIP and fogging use. Available in 25
and 205 and 1000L.

PURESAN 3D ACID
CONLDH013

Puresan 3D Acid is a 3in1 descaler,
disinfectant and detergent. Available in
25, 205 and 1000L.

49

L IVE STOC K
E QU IPM E N T

Housing
—CATT L E
		

• Housing
• Handling
• Feeding

CONECH001—
CONECH071

DIAGONAL FEED BARRIER
CONECH001
Fixed feeding barrier.

DIAGONAL BOX END
BARRIER (SWINGING)
CONECH002

DIAGONAL TIMBER GATE
BARRIER CONECH003

AGRITUBEL HEADLOCK
BARRIER
CONECH004

4 BAR LATCH
EXTENDABLE GATE
CONECH005

4 BAR PANEL
EXTENDABLE GATE
CONECH006

4 BAR DRINKER GATE
CONECH007

4 BAR CREEP GATE
CONECH008

4 BAR MAN ESCAPE GATE
CONECH009

Timber Gate Barrier, swinging.

—CALVES
		

• Housing
• Handling
• Feeding

—S H EEP
		

• Housing
• Handling
• Feeding

Agritubel Headlock Barrier available in
1 to 9 spaces.

Specially made drinker gate.

50

Swinging barrier.

L IVESTOCK EQU IPM ENT

L I VE STOCK
E QU IPME N T

CATT LE
—

All Gates are adjustable in length
ranging from 5ft to 22ft.

Specially made creep gate.

All Gates are adjustable in length
ranging from 5ft to 22ft.

Specially made man escape gate.
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5 BAR LATCH
EXTENDABLE GATE
CONECH010

5 BAR PANEL
EXTENDABLE GATE
CONECH011

5 BAR DRINKER GATE
CONECH012

BO STEEL CALVING GATE
CONECH019

BO STEEL HEADLOCK
CONECH020

2 BAR PANEL
CONECH021

5 BAR CREEP GATE
CONECH013

5 BAR MAN ESCAPE GATE
CONECH014
Specially made man escape gate.

4 BAR BACK
CONECH015

4 bar back only.

1 BAR GATE
CONECH022

GUILLOTINE GATE
CONECH023

UP & OVER GATE
CONECH024

4 BAR LATCH
CONECH016

5 BAR BACK
CONECH017

5 BAR LATCH
CONECH018

CATTLE & SHEEP GATE
CONECH025

3IN1 CALVING GATE
CONECH026

CALVING SUPPORT GATE
CONECH027

All Gates are adjustable in length
ranging from 5ft to 22ft.

4 bar latch front only.
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5 bar back only.

Specially made drinker gate.

5 bar latch front only.

Provides safe control of cow during
calving, centre gates open to perform
caesarean.

Available in sizes 0m-3m & 3m-5m.

Made to measure cattle & sheep gate.

The headlock is a simple design with
a swivel lock bar which has a rachet
on top. The animals head is caught
between this and the telescopic bar
which is spring loaded for easy removal
if needed.

Provides safe control of cow during
calving, centre gates open to perform
caesarean. Size available from 11ft to
16ft.

Available in sizes 7-19ft.
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Specially made creep Gate.

All Gates are adjustable in length
ranging from 5ft to 22ft.

Centre gate open to perform caesarean.
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CALVING GATE HEADLOCK
CONECH028
Headlock with dropbar and overhead
support.

WEB LATCH RECEIVER
CONECH034

WALL RECEIVING
BRACKET CONECH032

SINGLE ROW ADJUSTABLE
CANTILEVER CUBICLE
CONECH035
The cubicles allow space sharing whilst
keeping the cow square, preventing
soiling of the bed, easily adjustable
height and width.
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SPACER HANGER
CONECH030

RECEIVING BRACKET
FLANGE CONECH033

HEAD TO HEAD
ADJUSTABLE CANTILEVER
CUBICLE CONECH036
The cubicles allow space sharing whilst
keeping the cow square, preventing
soiling of the bed, easily adjustable
height and width.

FIXED CANTILEVER
CUBICLE WITH CHANNEL
CONECH037

SUPER SPACE SINGLE
ROW ADJUSTABLE
CUBICLE CONECH038

SUPER SPACE HEAD
TO HEAD ADJUSTABLE
CUBICLE CONECH039

The cubicles allow space sharing whilst
keeping the cow square, preventing
soiling of the bed, easily adjustable
height and width.

Higher neckrail giving the cow more
freedom to stand with four legs in the
bed.

Higher neckrail giving the cow more
freedom to stand with four legs in the
bed. Head to head.

SINGLE HYBRID FLEX
CUBICLE CONECH040

HEAD TO HEAD
HYBRID FLEX CUBICLE
CONECH041

BRISKET PIPE
CONECH042

KIM PUZZLE
(INTERLOCKING)
CONECH044

KIM LONGLINE (ROLL-OUT)
CONECH045

Combines the flexibility of plastic with
the stability of a steel structure.

ZIG ZAG HEADRAIL
CONECH043

Combines the flexibility of plastic with
the stability of a steel structure. Head
to head.

High Quality interlocking joint. 10 year
warranty.
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SUPER SPACER HANGER
CONECH031

STANDARD HANGER
CONECH029

114mm pipe.

Cut to length. 10 year warranty.
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WELA LONGLINE
CONECH046

Unique design allows maximum comfort
while removing the need for foam. 10
year warranty.

20mm thickness. 10 year warranty.

MONTA
CONECH052

V-shaped, raised rib profile. Walkable in
both directions. 5 year warranty.
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3 layers for optimal permanent
softness. 10 year warranty.

KEN PUZZLE MAT
CONECH050

Tailer cut slat rubber. 5 year warranty.

LOMAX
CONECH053

Ideal for overused grass areas,
paddock gaps and drinker areas. 5 year
guarantee.

KEN STRAIGHT EDGE MAT
CONECH048
15mm rubber and 5mm stud. 10 year
guarantee.

KRAIBURG SLAT MAT
CONECH051

Tailer cut slat rubber. 5 year warranty.

STAINLESS STEEL
SCREWS, WASHERS,
PLUGS CONECH054

BLUEBAND PIPING
CONECH055

Available in 48mm, 60mm, 76mm,
88mm & 114mm.

GALVANISED TIP-OVER
DRINKER CONECH058

Available in 4ft long with a capacity of
35 galoons and 6ft long with a capacity
of 55 gallons.

CONDON COMPACT
DRINKER CONECH061
Galvanised, Capacity 7L.

GALVANISED WALL
MOUNTED DRINKER
CONECH056

STAINLESS STELL WALL
MOUNTED DRINKER
CONECH057

STAINLESS STEEL TIPOVER DRINKER
CONECH059

SMALL DRINKER C/W
SURROUND CONECH060

LA BUVETTE - SINGLE
CONECH062

LA BUVETTE - DOUBLE
CONECH063

Available in 4ft long with a capacity of
35 galoons and 6ft long with a capacity
of 55 gallons.

Available in 4ft long with a capacity of
35 galoons and 6ft long with a capacity
of 55 gallons.

Double cast iron bowl with constant
water level. 8 litre capacity. Protective
surrounds available.

Available in 4ft long with a capacity of
35 galoons and 6ft long with a capacity
of 55 gallons.
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KEN LARGE MAT
CONECH049

KEW PLUS
CONECH047

Complete with a double tubular
surround. Capacity 24L.

Double cast iron bowl with constant
water level. 8 litre capacity. Protective
surrounds available.
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SUEVIA - IDEAL BLACK
DRINKER CONECH064

JFC DBL DRINKING BOWL
CONECH065

JFC MICRO BOWL
CONECH066

CONDON SEMI-AUTO
HEADGATE CONECN001

JFC DUMPY TIP OVER
BOWL CONECH067

SMALL MICRO DRINKER
CONECH068

SMALL GALV DRINKER
CONECH069

SUPREME CRUSH BOX
CONECN004

MOBILE CRUSH 8FT
CONECN005

MOBILE CRUSH 16FT
CONECN006

HOOF PAIRING CRATE
CONECN007

HEADSCOOP
CONECN008

LEG HOIST
CONECN009

Cast iron bowl, completely enamelled.
Suitable for young cattle and calves.

The 4L Micro Drink Bowl is designed
with unique double wall for extra
strength and durability. Fitted with
a float valve, stainless steel valve
protection cover and a drain off plug.

The JFC Micro Drink Bowl is designed
with JFC’s unique double wall for extra
strength and durability. The Micro Drink
Bowl is fitted with a float.

Small galvanised drinker bowl.

Heavy duty design with simple 1 lever
operation.

...

Heavy duty Beef headgate which can
be operated on either side.

3 point linkage and pallet fork access.

CONDON WARRIOR
HEADGATE CONECN003

Made from heavy duty galvanised
piping and stain less steel fittings,
allows users to catch animals more
easily.
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The jfc tip over drinker comes complete
with a protection bracket and allows
easy emptying at the touch of a button.

Large reservoir capacity bowl fitted
with a standard 1/2" brass ballvalve
to maintain water at a constant level.
Valve float protected within a plastic
cover.

CONDON BEEF HEADGATE
CONECN002

3 point linkage and pallet fork access.

L IVE STOC K
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CATT LE
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Handling
INDOOR CONCRETE
TROUGH CONECH070

110 Gallon indoor water trough with
rounded edges for animal safety and
extra strength.
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CONDON COW BRUSH
CONECH071

Keeps animal’s hair clean, removes dirt,
dead hairs and dead skin all without
requiring electricity.

CONECN001—
CONECN054

Heavy duty design and fittings, easily
operated and opening sections allow
full access to the animal.

Robust simple design that helps control
animal head movement. Available in left
hand and right hand operation.

Fully galvanised leg hoist, can be fitted
to most crushes. Easily removed when
not in use.
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CONDON ANTI-BACKING
BAR CONECN010

BO-STEEL ANTI-BACKING
BAR CONECN011

DONNELLAN ANTIBACKING BAR CONECN012

CRUSH POSTS
CONECN019

RSJ POSTS GALVANISED
CONECN020

SLEEVES FOR RSJ
CONECN021

TRU-TEST CATTLE
WEIGHING SCALES
CONECN013

D.E.M. CATTLE WEIGHING
SCALES CONECN014

ANTI-KICK BAR
CONECN022

NOSE TONGS
CONECN023

NOSE TONGS HEAVY
CONECN024

Aluminium chequer plate weigh
platform, includes loadbars and
indicator.

The DEM Cattle Crush Scale is reliable,
accurate and portable. Designed for the
toughest farm conditions it features a
low profile, heavy-duty chassis and 4
stainless steel loadcells that can handle
weights of up to 2 tonnes each.

SLIDING BACK GATE
CONECN015

CRUSH BACK GATE
CONECN016

CRUSH PANEL
CONECN017

CRUSH PANEL GATE
CONECN018

CASTRATOR
CONECN025

SUCKLING PREVENTOR
(PLASTIC) CONECN026

SUCKLING PREVENTOR
(METAL) CONECN027

Removable Anti-Backing bar.
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4 bar crush panel.

Removable Anti-Backing bar.

Condon Heavy duty sliding back gate

4 bar crush panel gate.

All post types available

Heavy duty cow immobolizer.

Chrome plated castrators used to
castrate bulls with minimal blood loss.

Available in sizes 6x6, 4x4, 8x4,

Stainless steel device used on cattle
to control them when drenching them
or doing any tasks that requires you to
handle the animal.

Milk suckling preventor spiked is made
of plastic.

Available for 4x4 and 6x6 posts.
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Standard Condon Crush back gate.

Removable Anti-Backing bar.

Heavy Duty Stainless steel device
used on cattle to control them when
drenching them or doing any tasks that
requires you to handle the animal.

Milk suckling preventor spiked is made
of light metal.
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HEAD HALTER
CONECN028

The halter can be used for tying,
restraining and showing cattle where
needed.

Copper Bull Ring is a round metal ring
which is used to control and handle
bulls. Available in different sizes.

HOOF PAIRING DISCS
CONECN030

Disposable disc perfect for pairing cows
hooves.

TAIL PAINT
CONECN037

Tell Tail Brush On Tail Paint is an oil
based fluorescent paint used for heat
detection in cattle.

COYLES MARKING SPRAY
CONECN038
Easy to use applicator for applying to
animals hair or wool.

COYLES LONGTERM
MARKING SPRAY
CONECN039

Easy to use applicator for applying to
animals hair or wool. Long lasting.

HOOF KNIFE
CONECN032

CURRY COMB
CONECN033

MARKSMAN MARKING
SPRAY CONECN040

TAILPAINTER
CONECN054

COW LIFTING FRAME
CONECN041

CHINBALL HARNESS
CONECN034

CHINBALL MARKING FLUID
CONECN035

SPRAY ON TAIL PAINT
CONECN036

EASY DRENCHER
CONECN042

KOWKATCHER HOOK
CONECN043

PRIMA-TECH HOOK DOSER
CONECN044

Used to strap on ball part to the bull
in concern which helps clearly identify
cattle that have been mounted.

Made from high quality stainless steel.

Available in several colours.

Available in double and single sided.

Tell Tail is an oil based fluorescent paint
used for heat detection in cattle.

Marksman Spray is a weather reistant
sheep mark in anaerosol can for ease
of use.

The Easy Drencher is a plastic bottle
used for administrating liquid orally for
animals. The bottle is a free standing,
wide base bottle with an easy grip
handle.

Available in One Colour Refill Kit or Two
Colour Refill Kit along with Daisy paint
refill sets.

The Kow Katcher is a hard wearing
steel hook that's designed to aid in
humane restraint and distraction of an
animal while oral dosing, bolusing or
injecting.
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CATTLE HOOF CUTTERS
CONECN031
Heavy duty cattle hoof cutter tool.
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BULLRING
CONECN029

A device to assist cows who can't get
back on their feet, a must for all farmers
in an emergency.

The Prima-Tech hook doser is a quality
dosing gun used for drenching cattle in
all environments.
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LIVESTOCK
EQUIPMENT

CATTLE
—

Feeding
COWBOY SYRINGE
CONECN046

VIL GUN 70ML
CONECN047

VIL GUN 150ML
CONECN048

INJECTOR SYRINGE
CONECN049

PRIMA TECH VACCINATOR
GUN CONECN050

DISPOSABLE SYRINGES
CONECN051

FLUTTER VALVE
CONECN052

COW STOMACH TUBE
CONECN053

The PrimaTech Drench Gun has a
quick fill time, saving users significant
amounts of time. The rate of dose is
very easy to change using the select-adose-dial.

Durable 150ml Drench gun.

The disposable syringes are used
to administrating injections and are
available in a variety of sizes.
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Professional syringe with metal handle
that is durable yet lightweight.

Plastic animal injector syringe.

Flutter valve infusion type supplied with
luer lock type needle.

Durable 70ml drench gun.

The Prima-Tech Adjustable Vaccinator
is a self-contained, one handed
vaccinator allowing full mobility without
returning to the bottle or using a hose.

8FT SINGLE CATTLE
TROUGH CONECF001

8FT DOUBLE CATTLE
TROUGH CONECF002

8FT SINGLE WEANLING
TROUGH CONECF003

CATTLE ROUND FEEDER
CONECF004

BULL ROUND FEEDER
CONECF005

CONDON SILAGE FEEDER
CONECF006

JFC FAST FILL CIRCULAR
TROUGHS CONECF007

JFC FAST FILL DOUBLE
WATER TROUGH
CONECF008

CONECF001—
CONECF017

8 foot long galvanised single weanling
meal trough.

Silage feeder trailer available fully
galvanised or painted.

8 foot long galvanised cattle meal
trough.

The Gibney Circular Cattle Feeder is
a galvanised cattle feeder with a sheet
metal base that can feed up to 20
cattle.

The trough is fitted with a fast-fill float
valve which comes with a 3/4 inch
connection and is capable of delivering
up to 75L/min (3 bar pressure).
Available in 180, 250 and 350 gallon.

8 foot long galvanised double cattle
meal trough.
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PRIMA-TECH DOSING GUN
CONECN045

10 space galv bull feeder

The trough is fitted with a fast-fill float
valve which comes with a 3/4 inch
connection and is capable of delivering
up to 75L/min (3 bar pressure).
Available in 30 and 90 gallon.
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LIVESTOCK
EQUIPMENT

CALF
—

Housing
CONCRETE TROUGH 150
GALLON CONECF010

CONCRETE TROUGH 300
GALLON CONECF011

CONCRETE TROUGH 500
GALLON CONECF012

CATTLE AD-LIB FEEDER
CONECF013

CATTLE AD-LIB FEEDER
ON WHEELS CONECN014

McMahon Concrete Products.

McMahon Concrete Products.

McMahon Concrete Products.

Available in 1.5 or 2.5 tonne. Double
sided feeder, fully galvanised.

McMahon Concrete Products.

Available in 1.5 or 2.5 tonne.
Double sided feeder on wheels, fully
galvanised.

CONEVH001—
CONEVH005

CONDON INDIVIDUAL CALF
PIN CONEVH003
All hot dip galvanised.

CALF FEED BARRIER
CONEVH001

CALF DIVIDING GATES
CONEVH002

JFC CALF CRIB/CALF
ISOLATION PIN CONEVH004

JFC CALF SLATS
CONEVH005

TECNALL CALVING AID
WITH MOOREPARK HEAD
CONEVN001

HK CALVING AID WITH
MOOREPARK HEAD
CONEVN002

Low calf feed barrier. Adjustable feed
rail.

An individual calf housing unit which is
ideal for the effective isolation of calves.
The polyethylene body will ensure
the calf is warm and draught-free,
allowing you to monitor individual calf
performance.

5 bar calf gate extendable, 1metre high.
Available in 3-19ft.
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CONCRETE TROUGH 100
GALLON CONECF009

The calf slats are ideal for keeping
calves clean and dry when placed
inside our hutch system. These weather
resistant slats are tough, easy to
handle/maintain, allowing for a shorter
cleaning cycle.

LIVESTOCK
EQUIPMENT

CALF
—

Handling
CUBIC METER MEAL BIN
CONECN015

Lightweight and hygenic bin for both
transporting and storing up to 750kg of
feed.
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CONDON 1 TONNE MEAL
BIN CONECN016

Adjustable Legs, lid opens fully in two
parts, Completely sealed.

BULK FEED MEAL BIN
CONECN017

Fitted to Auger or bagging spout. Meal
blown in or filled with loader. Available
in 5, 8, 10 and 12 Tonne.

CONEVN001—
CONEVN024

Light weight calving aid with strong
square section shaft, rotating head and
easy release.

HK Calving aid is supplied with a
galvanised steel two piece 1800mm
shaft and a pair of ropes. The 2020
ratchet allows for alternate or straight
pulls and simple release.
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VINK CALVING AID
CONEVN003

This Vink Calving Aid 1800mm (with
alternate Traction Ratchet) can be
very useful with difficult calvings as
the 'wriggling action' eases delivery.
Available with beef or dairy head

Heavy duty calving jack ropes.

OBSTETRIC GEL
CONEVN005

A thick general purpose gel suitable for
animal husbandry.

BUDDEX GAS DEHORNER
CONEVN012

Gas buddex debudder dehorner tip with
2 cartridges, spare nozzle and allen
key.

EXPRESS GAS DEHORNER
CONEVN013
110ml cylinder gas refill bottle for
dehorners.

PISTOL GRIP EXPRESS
GAS DEHORNER
CONEVN014

This Express lightweight pistol grip
gas dehorner is very user friendly and
ignites quickly even in cold weather

POLYSEM EXAMINATION
GLOVES (ORANGE)
CONEVN007

DISPOSABLE APRON
CONEVN008

ELECTRIC DEHORNER
CONEVN015

CALOR TYPE GAS
DEHORNER CONEVN016

GAS DEHORNER REFILL
CONEVN017

IODINE
CONEVN009

CHLOROHEXIDINE
CONEVN010

CALF JACKET
CONEVN011

ALU SPRAY
CONEVN018

COYLES BARRIER SPRAY
CONEVN019

FORAN SKIN POWDER
CONEVN020

Iodine is a perfect disinfectant for
treating animals wounds or treating
newborns navels to prevent navel ill
and other infections. It is a must have
on all farms.

Orange arm length disposable
examination gloves.

Prevent 2D navel spray.

Arm length disposable examination
gloves.

Heavy Duty calf jacket.

Stainless steel device used in
dehorning young calves.

Alu spray is a micronised aluminium
spray that serves as a protective barrier
and to heal all types of wounds.

Traditional gas type dehorner complete
with 2.5m hose. Works with Butane or
Propane.

Barrier spray for superficial wounds on
animals.
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POLYSEM EXAMINATION
GLOVES (GREEN)
CONEVN006
Green Arm length disposable
examination gloves.
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CALVING JACK HEAVY
DUTY ROPES CONEVN004

Farm and stable skin care powder is an
ideal dressing containing fly repellents
for general purpose use on animals.
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DELUXE DEHORNING
CRATE CONEVN021

Condon calf dehorning box with back
bar, neck bar, quick release front door
and ratchet belly band.

STANDARD DEHORNING
CRATE CONEVN022

Condon standard dehorning box with
front and back boors, easily transported
on wheels.

CALF TRANSPORTER
CONEVN023

SPEEDY FEEDER
CONEVF005

NURSING BOTTLE
CONEVF006

NURSING BOTTLE 3LITRE
CONEVF007

TRUSTI TUBER 3IN1
CONEVF001

SCREW IN PEACH TEAT
CONEVF008

PULL THRU PEACH TEAT
CONEVF009

MILKBAR TEAT
CONEVF010

CALF STOMACH TUBE BOX
CONEVF004

HIKO TEAT
CONEVF011

BIG SOFTIE TEAT
CONEVF012

JFC RESERVIOR TEAT
FEEDER CONEVF013

Features removable mesh sides, drop
down ramp and chequer plate floor.

2.5L Easy calf feeder drinking bottle
with a screw top for easy filling and
emptying.

This nursing bottle is ideal for feeding
weak, sick or young calves.

3 Litre nursing bottle, for young calves.
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CA LF
—

Feeding
LARGE CALF
TRANSPORTER
CONEVN024

Large calf transporter suitable for pallet
forks.

TRUSTI TUBER
COLOSTRUM BAG
CONEVF002

Incorporating the award winning,
premium Trusti Tuber calf tube feeder
with durable reusable colostrum bags.
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CONEVF001—
CONEVF038

CALF STOMACH TUBE
CONEVF003

The Calf stomach tube is designed
for the administration of emergency
colostrum or fluids / glucose directly into
the stomach of newly born calves.

Trusti Tuber is a unique new colostrumfeeding kit. Its design ensures tubing
is safer, easier and more comfortable
for the calf. It allows feeding to be done
more quickly and with less stress for
both calf and farmer.

For the administering of electrolytes to
calves with a 4 litre capacity and flexible
probe.

JFC Calf Compartment Feeders offer
an efficient way of supplying milk to
several calves at once. Available up to
a 10 teat feeder.
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JFC COMPARTMENT TEAT
FEEDER CONEVF014

JFC Teat Feeders offer an efficient way
of supplying milk to several calves at
once. Available up to a 10 teat feeder.

Milkflo compartment teat feeders are
available up to a 15 station teat feeder.

MILKBAR COMPARTMENT
TEAT FEEDER CONEVF020

Milkbar compartment teat feeder are
available up to a 12 station teat feeder.
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MILKFLO RESERVOIR TEAT
FEEDER CONEVF016

MILKBAR SINGLE
COMPPARTMENT FEEDER
CONEVF018

MILKBAR RESERVOIR
TEAT FEEDER CONEVF019

Single calf Teat feeder.

Milkbar reservoir teat feeders are
available up to a 12 station teat feeder.

MILKFLOW 20 STATION
TEAT FEEDER CONEVF021

MILKBAR 20 STATION TEAT
FEEDER CONEVF022

Single calf Teat feeder.

A 20 teat freestanding calf feeder that's
ideal for large pens and can be used
both indoors and outdoors.

Milkflo reservoir teat feeders are
available up to a 15 station teat feeder.

A calf shed favourite the Milk Bar 20
has a solid base so calves cannot
knock it over.

MILKFLO MOBILE 40 UNIT
CALF FEEDER 400L
CONEVF023

MILK HEATER LISTER
CONEVF024

40 station 500 litre mobile calf feeder

The Lister E3020 Milk Heater is a
German engineered powerful, sturdy
and easily cleaned milk heater.

JFC MILK CART 170LITRE
CONEVF025

JFC QUAD MILK CART
CONEVF026

WYDALE MILK CART
CONEVF027

CONDON STAINLESS
STEEL MILK FEEDER
CONEVF028

The JFC ATV 340L Milk Kart With Pump
is ideal for towing bulk liquid milk or milk
replacer around the farm to feed calves.

CALF STARTER BOX
CONEVF029

Ideal for training young calves, avoids
bullying.

Wydale mobile milk trolley makes
it easy to transport milk around the
farm. It is designed for those who use
whole milk, the trolley is an ideal tool
for ferrying milk from parlour to calf
pens. Available with or without a mixer.

CRUNCH BOX
CONEVF030

Calf feeder box available in 2ft or 4ft.

For transporting bulk liquid milk or milk
replacer around the farmyard to feed
calves, 170 litre capacity available with
pump and mixer.
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MILKFLO COMPARTMENT
TEAT FEEDER CONEVF017

MILKFLO SINGLE
COMPARTMENT FEEDER
CONEVF015

Available in 1.5M length or 3M length

GIBNEY HANG ON TROUGH
CONEVF031
Hang on meal trough available in 4 and
6 foot long.
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GIBNEY CALF TROUGH
CONEVF032

Calf meal trough available in 4 and 6
foot.

JFC CORRI PIPE TROUGH
CONEVF033
Corri pipe meal trough.

30FT CONDON MOBILE
CALF TROUGH CONEVF034
Mobile calf feed trough.

SHEEP DIVIDING GATE
CONESH002
Sheep dividing gate.

SHEEP HURDLES
CONESH004

SHEEP WALK THROUGH
TROUGH
CONESH003

Available in a variety of sizes.

LAMB WEIGH CRATE
CONESN001

RACE JOINING FRAME
CONESN002

LIFT & SWING SHEEP
GUILLOTINE GATE
CONESN004

TILT & SLIDE SHEEP
SLIDING GATE CONESN005

Ideal for dividing Sheep Pens,
adjustable feeding rail height

LIVESTOCK
EQUIPMENT
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SHEEP
—

Handling
CONDON CREEP FEEDER
CONEVF035

Available in 6 and 8 foot with pallet fork
and 3 point linkage access.

CONDON HAY RACK
CONEVF036

Four foot hyrack available in mesh or
straight bar.

BO STEEL SINGLE HAY
RACK CONEVF037

Heavy duty and long lasting single
hayrack suitable for cows, bulls, horses
and calves.

CONESN001—
CONESN036

Includes analog clock, 3 way drafting
gates and easy open front and back
gates.

L I VE STOCK
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SHEEP
—

Housing
BO STEEL DOUBLE HAY
RACK CONEVF038

Heavy duty and long lasting double
hayrack suitable for cows, bulls, horses
and calves.
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CONESH001—
CONESH004

SHEEP BARRIER
CONESH001

Sheep barrier comes with or without
access gate.

SHEEP 2 WAY DRAFTING
GATE CONESN003
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SHEEP RACE HURDLE
CONESN006

SHEEPEZE SHEEP SCALES
CONESN034

SHEEPEZE ROLLOVER
CRATE CONESN035

LISCOP DIRTY SHEEP
CLIPPERS CONESN012

CLIPSTER
CONESN013

KERBL CLIPPERS
CONESN014

SHEEPEZE MOBILE SHEEP
RACE CONESN036

SHEEP FOOTBATH
CONESN007

FOOTROT SHEARERS
CONESN008

HEINIGER XPERT
CONESN015

COYLE MARKING SPRAY
CONESN016

COYLE LONGTERM
MARKING SPRAY
CONESN017

FOOTROT SHEARERS
SERRATED CONESN009

Serrated supersharp Burgon and Ball
shear.
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Available in smooth and profile bases.

DAGGING SHEARERS
CONESN010

Double bow handle produces the
softest squeeze -giving greatest user
comfort when dealing with finer/cleaner
fleece.

Sheepeze Rollover Crate

Supersharp Burgon and ball footrot
shear.

BURGON BALL DRESSING
SHEARERS CONESN011
Ideal shear for dressing and showing.
Single handed use leaves one hand
free to puff the fleece and remove cut
wool. Also useful for dagging.

The Liscop 4000 Sheep & Dirty Cattle
Clipper is handsetergonomically
designed with a vibration reducing
system and energy efficient DC
technology. It is ideal for cattle clipping,
dagging and sheep shearing.

Slimline, lightweight, durable clipper.

MARKSMAN MARKING
SPRAY CONESN018

Marksman spray is a weather resistant
marking spray in an aerosal can for
ease of use.

Battery operated clipping machine with
a strong 14.4volts that is suitable for
both sheep and dirty cattle.

Coyle's animal marker spray for short
term animal marking.

SIROMARK
CONESN019

Ideal for livestock identification as well
as ownership, breed, type and age
identification..

Kerbl Constanta4 Sheep and Dirty
Cattle Clippers is a heavy duty clipper
with tried and tested motor technology
that offers tremendous power.

L IVESTOCK EQU IPM ENT

The race can handle small or big flocks
with the greatest of ease with set up
time taking about 10mins.

Sheep scales comes with True-Test
weigh clock or ordinary digital weigh
clock.

Coyles longterm animal marker spray is
for longterm animal marking.

RAM RADDLE POWDER
CONESN020

High quality, effective ram powder for
use marking and identification during
tupping time. Easy to apply and long
lasting.
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MATING MARK HARNESS
CONESN021

Matingmark harness is used in
conjunction with Mating mark ram
crayons but will hold other types of
crayon. The harness is easy to secure
and use.

RAM CRAYONS
CONESN022

Ram crayons are fully scourable and
British Wool marketing Board approved.
Available in a wide range of colours
and its special formulation contains
beeswax to reduce clogging.

TEASER HARNESS
CONESN023

The No Mate Teaser Harness is a
temporary alternative to vasectimising
a ram that physically prevents mating
so you can use your rams as teasers
to bring maidens into season, then
remove the harness to allow for mating.

ECTOFLY DOSING GUN
CONESN030

Ectofly Pour-On Gunis an applicator
gun for use with ectofly.

CLIK GUN
CONESN031

The Clik Pour-On gun is an essential
piece of equipment when using Clik
Pour-On and Clkizin Pour-On. The
Clik Pour-On Gun, when used
properly, guarantees the correct
application of the pour-on.

DOSING SYRINGE 60ML
CONESN032
Disposable syringes for dosing.

LIVESTOCK
EQUIPMENT

L IVESTOCK EQU IPM ENT

SHEEP
—

Lambing
SHEPERDS CROOK
CONESN024

TAGGERS
CONESN025

CASTRATOR APPLICATOR
CONESN026

PHILLIPS AUTO DRENCH
GUN CONESN033

LAMB CASTRATION RINGS
CONESN027

PLASTIC NEEDLES
CONESN028

PRIMA TECH 2ML
VACCINATOR CONESN029

BOVIVET GEL
CONESL002

Traditional Sheperds Crook.

Rubber castration rings for calves and
lambs. Suitable for castrating and tail
docking of lambs up to one week old. To
be applied with an elastrator applicator.
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Universal Sheep taggers.

Range of plastic needles.

Metal applicator for administration of
rubber rings.

The Prima Bottle Mount Vaccinator is a
self contained, one-handed vaccinator
allowing full mobility without returning to
the bottle.

The NJ Philips 20ml Auto Drencher is
a metal drencher designed for the oral
application of sheep and cattle or for
multiple dosing.

With Protective Film For lubrication of
arm and hand during rectal and vaginal
examination.

CONESL001—
CONESL014

AGRI GEL
CONESL003

Agri-Gel is a thick general purpose
lubricating gel for animal husbandry.

ARM LENGTH GLOVES
ORANGE CONESL001

One size fits all armlength gloves.

LAMBING ROPE
CONESL004
Nylon Lambing rope.
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LIVESTOCK
EQUIPMENT

SHEEP
—

Feeding
IODINE
CONESL005

REPIDERMA
CONESL006

CHLOROHEXIDINE
CONESL007

THERMOMETER
CONESL014

LAMB REVIVER TUBE
CONESL008

PROLAPSE HARNESS
CONESL009

LAMB JACKET
CONESL010

STURDY GRANDE CREEP
FEEDER CONESF002

SHEEP RING FEEDER
CONESF003

HORNED SHEEP RING
FEEDER CONESF004

FOX REPELLENT OIL
CONESL011

RED LAMP
CONESL012

RED LAMP HOLDER
CONESL013

SHEEP HAYBELL
CONESF005

CONDON LARGE
LAMB CREEP FEEDER
CONESF006

GIBNEY 8FT SHEEP
TROUGH CONESF007

Iodine is a perfect disenfectant for
teating animal wounds or treating new
born navels.

Fox Repellent Oil For Lambs is a highly
effective way of preventing foxes from
taking new born lambs without the
problems of mis-mothering or rejection
of lambs by the mothering ewe.
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Used to hold a vaginal prolapse in long
enough to get the ewe to her lambing
date.

Infrared heat lamp that provides a safe
heat source.

Prevent 2D Navel Spray.

Plastic lamb covers supplied in packets
of 100.

Holder for heat lamp.

The Digital Thermometer is a medical
device used for veterinary use.

Sturdy grand sheep creep feeder that's
easy to manoeuvre and can be used
indoors and outdoors for sheep feeding.

The JFC Sheep Haybell fits over a
standard bale to provide tidier, safer
feeding outdoors while preserving
forage quality.

CONESF001—
CONESF024

28 Space Galv. Sheep Feeder with drop
Pin System.

Various sizes available, double sided.

Condon 8ft lamb creep feeder on
wheels.

L IVESTOCK EQU IPM ENT

This lamb reviver and colostrum feeder
syringe drencher is used to administer
colostrum directly into the stomach
of lambs quickly and safely without
causing injury.

Intra Repiderma is a conditioning skin
protection spray used as a maintenance
product to keep the claw in optimum
condition. Repiderma can also be used
as a general use skin care product for
example after de-horning.

LAMB CREEP FEEDER
CONESF001

Horned sheep ring feeder.

8ft galvanised sheep trough.
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JFC CORRI FEED TROUGH
CONESF008

SHEEP HURDLE HAY RACK
CONESF009

LAMB ADOPTION CRATE
CONESF010

MILKTRAIN FEEDER
CONESF017

LAMB FEEDER BUCKET
CONESF018

ANTI-VAC BOTTLE
CONESF019

LAMB SURROGATE
FEEDER CONESF011

MILKBAR SINGLE FEEDER
CONESF012

MILKBAR 3 STATION
FEEDER CONESF013

BLACK TEAT
CONESF020

LAMB FEEDER TEAT
CONESF021

1 GALLON BUCKET
CONESF022

MILKBAR 7 STATION
FEEDER CONESF014

MILKBAR 10 STATION
FEEDER CONESF015

MILKBAR COMPARTMENT
FEEDER CONESF016

WHISK
CONESF023

WATER RESISTANT
DIGITAL TEST
THERMOMETER
CONESF024

Corri pipe feed trough.

Features patented Milk Bar teats, which
promote slow-nursing for maximum
salivation and healthy digestive
development.
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Features patented Milk Bar teats, which
promote slow-nursing for maximum
salivation and healthy digestive
development.

Features patented Milk Bar teats, which
promote slow-nursing for maximum
salivation and healthy digestive
development.

The Adoption unit is a universal unit
therefore you can make the best use of
any pen. Fully galvanised to maximise
life expectancy.

Features patented Milk Bar teats, which
promote slow-nursing for maximum
salivation and healthy digestive
development.

Compartment feeder available in 5 or
10 teat stations.

The Lamb Feeder Milk Train is a four
place milk train suitable for lambs and
kids.

A traditional lamb teat that is designed
to be easy to use for both the lamb and
the feeder.

Stainless steel whisk ideal for stirring
milk in a bucket.

Lamb feeding bucket c/w 3 teats &
holders

Suitable for food use, cadmium free and
acid resistant.

The Lamb Bottle Non-Vac is a large
long lasting bottle holding 500ml of
fluid. The lamb bottle features a wide
neck for easy filling and cleaning.

L IVESTOCK EQU IPM ENT

A must in a prolific flock with the
possibility of triplets and quads.
Provides a constant supply of warm
milk through teats.

Hay rack especially fitted for sheep
hurdle.

1 gallon milk bucket.

Robust, water resistant thermometer
with hold function and auto power off.
Hanging hook and 125mm stainless
steel probe with pocket case and clip.
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CRO P S , S E E D S
& S P RAY S

CROPS , S E E D S
& S PRAYS

S E E DS

CONCSS001—
CONCSS022

CONROY ELITE GRAZE/
SILAGE MIX CONCSS022
High Yielding seed for Silage and
Grazing. Extremely palatable mix
including Abergain and Abergreen
Perennial Ryegrass

Excellent early spring and late autumn
growth with high palatable leafy grass
for high intakes, milk yields and milk
solids.

CONROY INTENSIVE
GRAZING/SILAGE MIX
CONCSS002

A persistent sward for grazing or cut
and graze systems, suited to setstocking or padddock grazing.

—S EED S
—P EST I C IDE S P RAY S

DIFFICULT SOILS
CONCSS003

TOP 5 EXTEND
CONCSS004

TOP 5 EXTEND NO CLOVER
CONCSS005

TOP 5 GRAZING
CONCSS006

TOP 5 SILAGE
CONCSS007

3+ CUT INTENSIVE SILAGE/
HYBRID CONCSS008

Top 5 Grazing is ideally suited to
rotational grazing or set stocking, but
also offers the potential for a heavy
silage cut in late May or early June.

The varieties in this mixture excel in
spring and autumn growth meeting the
demands of intensive grassland farmers
while also providing the opportunity for
a high yielding silage cut. With Clover.

Designed for livestock farmers aiming
for one or two high quality heavy silage
cuts with the best possible aftermath
grazing.

The varieties in this mixture excel in
spring and autumn growth meeting the
demands of intensive grassland farmers
while also providing the opportunity
for a high yielding silage cut. Without
clover

CROP S , S E E D S & S P RAYS

Difficult Soils is a specially designed
mixture specifically suited to wet, peaty
or heavier soils.
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CONROY PREMIUM GRAZE/
SILAGE MIX CONCSS001

The mixture is designed for those
aiming for 3 to 4 high quality silage
cuts, followed by aftermath grazing.
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MULTI-SPECIES MIXTURE
CONCSS009

This Multi-Species Mixture combines
4 species including nitrogen-fixing
and nitrogen-lifting types, offering
significant benefits to sheep, beef and
dairy farmers, particularly in low input
systems.

SHEEP MIXTURE
CONCSS010

An intensive sheep grazing mixture
designed for yield, quality and
persistency under tight grazing.

HORSE MIXTURE
CONCSS011

Designed specially for horses,
containing dense and persistent
varieties that will tolerate tight grazing.
This mixture will create a high fibre, low
protein grass sward ideally suited to
horses and ponies.

BARLEY
CONCSS018

A consistent, high yielding variety with
excellent agronomic characteristics.

OATS
CONCSS019

Provide cover over the winter to
help reduce soil erosion due to good
tillering capacity. Oats have poor winter
tolerance and are easily killed and
worked back into the soil.

LINSEED
CONCSS020

Linseed is a cool season crop and
requires moderate to cool temperature.
It is grown best in well drained, fertile,
medium and heavy soils especially silty
loam, clay loam and silty clays.

CROPS, SEEDS
& SPRAYS

P ESTICIDE
SP RAYS

WHITE CLOVER
CONCSS013

RED CLOVER
CONCSS014

GUSTO SLUG PELLETS
CONCSS021

KALE
CONCSS015

REDSTART HYBRID
BRASSICA CONCSS016

STEGO-FORAGE RAPE
CONCSS017

ROUND-UP XL
CONCSP002

Suitable for restoring your lawn after
winter or sowing from scratch. Leisure
Lawn is a hardwearing lawn seed,
which will maintain a healthy green
colour all year long.

Maris Kestrel is established as the
leading kale variety in Ireland and is
suitable for all classes of stock. It is
renowned for its high digestibility and
long utilisation period.
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White clover can be sown as part
of a full reseed or oversown into an
established sward.

Redstart Hybrid Brassica is a unique
utility fodder crop, which offers the
highly beneficial combination of rapid
growth ability and good all year round
performance.

Red clover is a nitrogen fixing perennial
legume used for high quality, high
protein silage production, for finishing
stock or as a break crop to improve soil
structure and fertility.

Stego is an extremely high yielding
forage rape variety with excellent
disease resistance, including mildew.

Gusto® 3 is the precision pellet for the
reduction of slug and snail damage
in agricultural and horticultural crops.
Gusto® 3 is a very high quality,
persistent and palatable bait with
improved integrity in wet conditions.

Round-Up XL weed-killer is a
professional grade herbicide that kills
weeds, brambles, thistles and nettles.

CONCSP001—
CONCSP018

ROUND-UP GOLD
CONCSP003

Round-up Gold (PCS No 02623) is
a post emergence systemic, non
selective herbicide against annual and
perennial (grass, broadleaved), aquatic
weeds, woody plants and also against
orobanche.

ROSATE
CONCSP001

Rosate is a soluble liquid concentrate
herbicide for the control of most species
of emerged annual and perennial grass
and broad-leaved weeds. PCS no.
05761.

CROP S , S E E D S & S P RAYS

LEISURE LAWN SEED
CONCSS012

ROUND-UP FLEX
CONCSP004

Round-Up Flex is a herbicide used
for the control of a broad spectrum of
annual and perennial weeds. PCS no.
04593.
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CROPLINK REAPER
Contains 200 g/l (20.6% w/w) FLUROXYPYR as an emulsifiable concentrate.
For the control of broad-leaved weeds, especially cleavers,
in listed cereals, forage and grain maize and in grassland.

RISK AND SAFETY INFORMATION

HARMFUL

DANGEROUS
FOR THE
ENVIRONMENT

FLAMMABLE.
IRRITATING to respiratory system and skin.
May cause sensitisation by skin contact.
Toxic to aquatic organisms, May cause
long-term adverse effects in the aquatic
environment.
May cause lung damage if swallowed.
Vapours may cause drowsiness and dizziness.
Keep out of reach of children.
Keep away from food, drink and animal feeding stuffs.
Do not breathe fumes.
Avoid contact with skin.
Wear suitable gloves.
If swallowed, do not induce vomiting: seek medical advice immediately and show this container
or label.
Use appropriate containment to avoid environmental contamination.
This material and its container must be disposed of in a safe way.
To avoid risks to man and the environment, comply with the instructions for use.

PCS No. 04613

PROTECT FROM FROST

SHAKE THOROUGHLY BEFORE USE

C R O P L I N K ( I R E L A N D ) LT D . ,
1 A I L L W E E L A N E , B A L LY V A U G H A N ,
CO. CLARE, IRELAND
T E L : 065 7077331 FA X : 065 7077334

ROUND-UP BIACTIVE
CONCSP005

EAGLE
CONCSP006

REAPER
CONCSP007

PASTOR TRIO
CONCSP014

PASTURE PAK
CONCSP015

MINSTREL
CONCSP008

DOXSTAR
CONCSP009

AGRITOX 500 MCPA
CONCSP010

GENOXONE
CONCSP017

SQUADRON
CONCSP018

THISTLEX
CONCSP011

CROPLINK D-50
CONCSP012

FOREFRONT T
CONCSP013

Round-Up Biactive is a herbicide
used for the control of a large variety
of weeds including the Japanese
Knotweed.

Thistlex is a very effective translocated
product for both creeping and spear
thistle and is very safe to grass. PCS
no. 03831
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Doxstar Pro (PCS NO.05459) is used to
achieve long-term control of all species
of docks on established grassland
and new leys where it will also deliver
excellent chickweed, dandelion and
daisy control. It is not safe on clover.

Croplink D-50 (PCS No 02366)
is a cost effective herbicide used to
control many broad-leaved weeds
like ragwort in areas such as cereals
and established grassland.

Croplink Reaper (PCS No. 04613)
is for the control of broad-leaved
weeds, especially cleavers, in listed
cereals, forage and grain maize and in
grassland.

Agritox MCPA is a cost effective
herbicide that controls a wide range
of broadleaf weeds in established
grasslands. PCS no. 03505.

Pastor Trio is a one product solution
for the three major grassland weeds
– thistles, nettles and docks. PCS no.
05808.

Selective herbicide (PCS No 223) for
application by boom sprayer, used
to controls a wide range of difficult
perennial and annual broad-leaved
weeds in grassland.

Pasturepack represents a new concept
in grassland weed control. Thrust and
Tandus are compatible, and if used in
mixture with each other offer control of
Dock and general grassland weeds.

Grazon Pro(PCS No 05182) is selective
weed killer that is ideal for the control
of all major grassland weeds. Grazon
Pro is highly cost effective with an
average of 16 knapsack(10lt) fills per
litre of product. It is not safe on clover.

Squadron (PCS No 92462) is an
additive used in conjunction with your
weed killer to improve the overall
performance of the product and to
condition water subject to hardness and
high pH levels.

CROP S , S E E D S & S P RAYS

Minstrel herbicide (PCS No 04782) a
selective post-emergent herbicide for
the control of annual and perennial
weeds, especially cleavers, common
nettle and chickweed in winter and
spring cereals, maize and grassland.

Eagle(PCS No 04315) is a herbicide
for the control of cleavers and other
annual broad-leaved weeds in cereals
and for the control of docks in grassland
and young leys. Eagle is safe to use on
clover.

GRAZON PRO
CONCSP016

Forefront T is a herbicide for the control
of a broad spectrum of weeds in one
solution. It is not safe on clover.
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FE N C IN G E QU IPM E N T

F E N C IN G
E QU IPME N T

STA KE S

CONFES001—
CONFES033

CREOSOTE PROFILED
5FT 3" CONFES001

CREOSOTE PROFILED
5FT 4" CONFES002

CREOSOTE PROFILED
6FT 4" CONFES003

CREOSOTE PROFILED
7FT 6" CONFES004

CREOSOTE PROFILED
7FT 7" CONFES005

CREOSOTE PROFILED
8FT 7" CONFES006

CREOSOTE PROFILED
5FT 3-4" CONFES007

CREOSOTE PROFILED
5FT 4-5" CONFES008

CREOSOTE PROFILED
6FT 4-5" CONFES009

Machine round dried, aged, imported,
creosate timber.

Machine round dried, aged, imported,
creosate timber.

—STAK ES
—WI RE
—ACCES S O R IE S
—FI EL D GAT E S

Machine round dried, aged, imported,
creosate timber.

Machine round dried, aged, imported,
creosate timber.

A quality creosate peeled post.

Machine round dried, aged, imported,
creosate timber.

F E NC I NG E QU I P M EN T

A quality creosate peeled post.
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Machine round dried, aged, imported,
creosate timber.

A quality creosate peeled post.
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CREOSOTE PEELED
TURNER 4-5" CONFES0010

CREOSOTE PEELED 7FT
5-7" CONFES011

CREOSOTE PEELED 7FT
8-10" CONFES012

TANALISED 5FT 3"
CONFES019

TANALISED 5FT 3-4"
CONFES020

TANALISED 5FT 4-5"
CONFES021

CREOSOTE PEELED 8FT
8-10" CONFES013

PRO-POST 5FT 4"
CONFES014

PRO-POST 6FT 4"
CONFES015

TANALISED 6FT 3-4"
CONFES022

TANALISED 6FT 3-4"
CONFES023

TANALISED 7FT 5-6"
CONFES024

NSAI PROFILED 7FT 7"
CONFES016

NSAI PROFILED 8FT 7"
CONFES017

TANALISED 4FT 3"
CONFES018

TANALISED 7FT 6-8"
CONFES025

TANALISED 7FT 7-9"
CONFES026

TANALISED 8FT 7-9"
CONFES027

A quality creosate peeled post.

A quality creosate peeled post.
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The pro-post is a result of incising
timber by creating small slits or pin
holes in the surface of the timber to
improve penetration and retention of
preservative. Also available in peeled.

NSAI certified kiln dried and treated.
Also available in peeled.

A quality creosate peeled post.

The pro-post is a result of incising
timber by creating small slits or pin
holes in the surface of the timber to
improve penetration and retention of
preservative. Also available in peeled.

Machine round tanalised pencil stake.

Machine round tanalised stake.

Tanalised pressure treated to protect
the wood against rotting and damp.

Tanalised pressure treated to protect
the wood against rotting and damp.

Tanalised pressure treated to protect
the wood against rotting and damp.

Tanalised pressure treated to protect
the wood against rotting and damp.

Tanalised pressure treated to protect
the wood against rotting and damp.

Tanalised pressure treated to protect
the wood against rotting and damp.

Tanalised pressure treated to protect
the wood against rotting and damp.

F E NC I NG E QU I P M EN T

NSAI certified kiln dried and treated.
Also available in peeled.

A quality creosate peeled post.

Tanalised pressure treated to protect
the wood against rotting and damp.
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TANALISED 8FT 8-10"
CONFES028

SPLIT STAKE
CONFES029

2X2 STAKE
CONFES030

TINSLEY BARBED GREEN
MILD STEEL CONFEW003

TINSLEY ELECTRIC GREEN
H/T CONFEW004

SENTINEL SHEEP SILVER
H/T CONFEW005

POST & RAIL
CONFES031

TIMBER LENGHTS
CONFES032

VERSALOCK METAL
POST & CLIP SYSTEM
CONFES033

SENTINEL BARBED H/T
CONFEW006

SENTINEL BARBED MILD
STEEL CONFEW007

SENTINEL ELECTRIC H/T
CONFEW008

TINSLEY BARBED GREEN
H/T CONFEW002

SENTINEL ELECTRC MILD
STEEL CONFEW009

TYING WIRE 1.6MM
CONFEW010

TYING WIRE 2.0MM
CONFEW011

Tanalised pressure treated to protect
the wood against rotting and damp.

Available in tanalised and creosote in a
variety of sizes.

Split tanalised fence post available in
5ft.

Available in 6X3, 7X3, 9X3. Ideal for
use under feeding barriers.

Square 2x2 fence post.

Quick and simple to erect, the
Versalok post has been designed with
lozenge shaped holes to easily and
securely lock in the patented stainless
steel Versalok clip.

Tinsley barbed green mild steel 200m
roll.

High tensile silver barbed wire 200m
roll.

Tinsley electric green high tensile 500m
roll.

Mild steel silver barbed wire 200m roll.

High tensile silver sheep wire (8/80/15)
100m roll.

High tensile silver electric wire 500m
roll.

F E N C I NG E QU I P M E N T

CONFEW001—
CONFEW011
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TINSLEY SHEEP GREEN
H/T CONFEW001

Tinsley 8/80/15 100m High Sheep Wire

Tinsley barbed green high tensile 200m
roll.

Mild steel silver electric wire 200m roll.

Galvanised silver tying wire.

F E NC I NG E QU I P M EN T

WI RE

Galvanised silver tying wire.
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F E NC I NG E QU I P M E N T

AC C E S S O R I E S

PE 102BV
CONFEA001

PE 104BV
CONFEA002

PE401
CONFEA009

PE402
CONFEA010

PE403
CONFEA011

GALLAGHER BA30
CONFEA003

PE5B
CONFEA004

PE301
CONFEA005

PE406/406i
CONFEA012

PEL 410
CONFEA097

PE412i
CONFEA013

PE302
CONFEA006

PE303
CONFEA007

PE304
CONFEA008

PE415i
CONFEA014

PE820R
CONFEA015

PE836R
CONFEA016

CONFEA001—
CONFEA097

With the BA30 battery energizer you
can provide power for fencing of up to
4 km.
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Hang on battery fencer that powers
1000m of tape/wire.

Mains energiser that powers up to
30km or 45 acres. 2 year warranty.

Battery fencer that powers 4km of wire/
tape, comes with 2 year warranty.

Mains energiser that powers up to
10km or 15 acres. 2 year warranty.

Mains energiser that powers up to
40km or 60 acres. 2 year warranty.

Unigiser fence works on mains and/or
12v battery. Powers up to 10km or 15
acres. 2 year warranty.

Unigiser fence works on mains/ 12v
battery/ solar. Fence up to 60km or 90
acres. 2 year warranty. Remote control
capable.

Mains fencer power up to 150km or 225
acres. Remote control capable. 2 years
warranty.

Unigiser fence works on mains and/or
12v battery. Powers up to 20km or 30
acres. 2 year warranty.

Pel Datamars Unigizer 410, 10J output
energy, 14J stores energy, 100KM / 150
acres / 60 miles / 60ha

Mains fencer power up to 256km or 275
acres. Remote control capable. 2 years
warranty.

Unigiser fence works on mains and/or
12v battery. Powers up to 30km or 45
acres. 2 year warranty.

Mains fencer power up to 120km or 180
acres. Remote control capable. 2 year
warranty.

F E NC I NG E QU I P M EN T

Mains energiser that powers up to
20km or 30 acres. 2 year warranty.

Battery fencer that powers 2km of wire/
tape, comes with 2 year warranty.

Mains fencer power up to 336km or 500
acres. Remote control capable. 2 years
warranty.
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PEL S150
CONFEA017

PEL S500
CONFEA018

PEL S1000
CONFEA019

9V 130AH BATTERY
CONFEA026

9V 160AH BATTERY
CONFEA027

SOLAR FENCE BATTERY
CONFEA028

PEL 402S
CONFEA020

PEL 403S
CONFEA021

GALLAGHER S20
CONFEA022

PEL PIGTAIL YELLOW
CONFEA029

MATADOR PIGTAIL WHITE
CONFEA030
6.6mm Pigtail

MATADOR PIGTAIL RED
CONFEA031

8.5mm Pigtail

GALLAGHER S40
CONFEA023

GALLAGHER S100
CONFEA024

9V 30AH BATTERY
CONFEA025

PLASTIC STAKE WHITE
CONFEA032

PEL SPEEDO WIRE
CONFEA033

PEL JUMBO WIRE
CONFEA034

Pel solar powered fencer, powers up to
2km. Requires minimal sunlight. 2 year
warranty.

Integrated solar fence incorporates
solar panel, fencer and rechargable
battery in one easy to carry case. 402S
powers 20km/30acres.
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Integrated solar fence incorporates
solar panel, fencer and rechargable
battery in one easy to carry case. 403S
powers 30km/40acres.

The Gallagher S100 solar fencer is
quick and easy to install and convenient
to transport. Powers up to 10km or
10hectares.

The PEL S1000 Integrated Solar
Energizer is easily portable, simple and
intuitive, plus it’s more powerful than
comparable energizers. Powers up to
10km. 2 year warranty.

The Gallagher S20 solar fencer is quick
and easy to install and convenient to
transport. Powers up to 3km/1.2hectare.

6mm Pigtail

Standard plastic fencing stake

9 stainless steel strands. Available in
200m and 400m rolls.

PEL Solar fencer replacement battery.

F E NC I NG E QU I P M EN T

TheGallagher S40 solar fencer is the
ultimate energiser for fencing of up to 5
km. The energiser is quick to install and
easy to transport.

Pel solar powered fencer, powers up to
8km. Requires minimal sunlight. 2 year
warranty.

15 stainless steel strands. Available in
200m and 400m rolls.
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MATADOR POLYWIRE
CONFEA035

GALLAGHER POLY WIRE
CONFEA036

PEL POLYTAPE
CONFEA037

GALLAGHER MEDIUM
GEARED REEL CONFEA044

PEL GEARED REEL
CONFEA045

MATADOR GEARED REEL
CONFEA046

PEL ELECTRIC ROPE
CONFEA038

PEL ELASTIC ROPE
CONFEA039

MATADOR ELASTIC ROPE
CONFEA040

PEL ECONOMY REEL
CONFEA047

GALLAGHER POLYREEL
CONFEA048

PEL MIDI REEL
CONFEA049

PREMIUM HORSE WIRE
CONFEA041

SHEEP NETTING
CONFEA042

GALLAGHER GEARED
REEL CONFEA043

PEL UNDERGROUND
CABLE CONFEA050

MATADOR UNDERGROUND
CABLE CONFEA051

SPINNING JENNY
CONFEA052

6mm thick available in 200 and 400m
rolls.
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8mm thick available in 25 and 50m
rolls.

Comes in netting height of 90cm and
length of 50m.

200m roll with 5 stainless steel strands.

8mm thick available in 25 and 50m
rolls.

Gallagher reel with gear mechanism,
large handle and knuckle guard.

Gallagher medium geared reel.

Pel economy reel.

Available in 25, 50, 100, & 200m rolls.

Pel geared reel

Gallagher polyreel available with wire
pre-rolled.

Available in 25 & 50m rolls.

Matador white geared reel.

Lightweight small reel.

F E NC I NG E QU I P M EN T

250m in length and 8m diameter.

Flexible 6 strand polywire that is easy
to work with, best suited to short term
fencing and strip grazing and is suitable
for distances up to 200 metres.

Trouble free unrolling of permanent
fence wire.
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MATADOR BLACK EGG
CONFEA064

MATADOR RED HANDLE
CONFEA057

MATADOR BLACK HANDLE
CONFEA058

MATADOR WHITE EGG
CONFEA065

PEL BLACK EGG
CONFEA066

PEL WHITE EGG
CONFEA067

BLUE GATE HANDLE
CONFEA060

PEL GATE PACK
CONFEA061

SPRING CLIP WIRE
STRAINER CONFEA068

PEL RATCHET STRAINER
CONFEA069

INLINE STRAINER
CONFEA070

SHEEP WIRE PULLER
CONFEA055

GALLAGHER ORANGE
HANDLE CONFEA056

PEL WHITE HANDLE
CONFEA059

Smooth grip chain and grip wire
strainer.

Pel gate spring pack available in 5 &
8m.

Can be used as in line or end line
strainer. Strong steel and aluminium
construction.

Unique rachet type end line strainer.

F E NC I NG E QU I P M EN T

Matador gate spring pack available in
6m.

GATE SPRING
CONFEA063

ELECTRO WIRE PULLER
CONFEA054

The original chain and grab wire
strainer. Proven in the field for over 100
years.
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3ft 4" in height, available galvanised or
painted.

MATADOR GATE PACK
CONFEA062

HAYES WIRE PULLER
CONFEA053

Easy to use and can be fitted anywhere
on fence wire.
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GATE ANCHOR INSULATOR
CONFEA071

PEL INSULTUBE
CONFEA072

MATADOR INSULTUBE
CONFEA073

MATADOR CUT OUT
SWITCH CONFEA080

PEL STAND OFF
INSULATOR CONFEA081

MATADOR STEP IN
INSULATOR CONFEA082

PEL SUPER SCREW
INSULATOR CONFEA074

MATADOR SUPER SCREW
INSULATOR CONFEA075

STRONG WOOD POST
INSULATOR CONFEA076

GALLAGHER STAND OFF
INSULATOR CONFEA083

MATADOR NAIL
INSULATOR CONFEA084

ROPE CONNECTOR
CONFEA085

SUPER STAPLE
INSULATOR CONFEA077

MULTI-FIT ROD POST
INSULATOR CONFEA078

PET CUL OUT SWITCH
CONFEA079

EARTH BAR & CLAMP
CONFEA086

GRIPPLE TOOL
CONFEA087

GRIPPLE
CONFEA088

Galvanised 3 direction plate.

Twist in Screw Insulator.
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Twist in Screw Insulator.

Flexible design and heavy duty screw
nut for a secure fit.

Available in packs of 100/ 2m lengths or
20m lengths.

Heavy duty for tough conditions.

Long life stainless steel cut out switch.

Heavy duty cut out switch

Used to protect post and rail fencing.

Used to protect post and rail fencing.

Stainless steel, suits polywire and wire.

The Gripple contractor tool is a strong
and robust gripple tool designed for
daily use associated with professional
contract fencing. It is designed so that
the user needs to use minimum effort to
get maximum tension on the wire.

Used to protect post and rail fencing.

Stainless steel connector for joining
rope.

F E NC I NG E QU I P M EN T

Triple lock to avoid pulling back.

Available in packs of 50/ 2m lengths or
12m lengths.

Medium gripples are suitable for use
with high tensile wire, barbed wire,
electric wire and most stock wires
available.
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40mm galvanised barbed staples.

HEAVY DUTY FIELD GATE
CONFEF001

Gibney steel heavy duty feld gates
available in 2-20ft sizes.

SHEEP FIELD GATE
CONFEF002

LIGHT DUTY FIELD GATE
CONFEF003

FENCE BEEPER
CONFEA094

MESH FIELD GATE
CONFEF004

HANGING POLE
CONFEF005

CLOSING POLE
CONFEF006

WRAP-AROUND HANGER
CONFEF007

THREADED BAR HANGER
CONFEF008

RSJ HANGER
CONFEF009

T-GRIPPLE
CONFEA089

STAPLES
CONFEA090

BARBED STAPLES
CONFEA091

FAULT FINDER
CONFEA092

FENCE TESTER
CONFEA093

Quick and easy way to tie off at the start
and end of fence, ideal for awkward
tight spaces giving neat professional
finish.

Displays fence voltage and current flow
at same time.

Galvanised Fencing Staples are ideal
for nailing fencing to fencing posts or
joints of timber.

Pocket size low cost fence tester.

Beeps to signify there is current in
fence.

Gibney steel fully mesg heavy gate
available in 2-20ft sizes.

Gibney steel medium duty sheep gate
available in 2-16ft sizes.

Heavy duty gate hanging pole.

Gibney steel light field gate available in
2-16ft sizes.

Heavy duty gate closing pole.

FE N CIN G E QU IPM E N T

FENCE LEADS
CONFEA095

Available with ring connector and spade
connector.
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FENCING TOOL 4IN1
CONFEA096

A durable and easy to use crimping tool
which crimps, cuts, strips wire and can
pull staples.

CONFEF001—
CONFEF018

F E NC I NG E QU I P M EN T

FIE LD GAT E S
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GATE HANGER VERTICAL
CONFEF010

GATE HANGER
HORIZONTAL
CONFEF011

TIMBER POST SEMICIRCULAR HANGER
CONFEF012

JFC CORRI PIPE
CONFEF013

HYDRODARE HEAVY
GAUGE WATER PIPING
CONFEF014

HYDRODARE NORMAL
GAUGE WATER PIPING
CONFEF015

PIPE CUTTER
CONFEF018

FLOAT VALVES/BALL
COCKS CONFEF017

Available for land drainage and flood
risk management projects, JFC Corri
pipe comes in peforated, unperforated
and half perforated. Comes in sizes
110mm, 150mm, 225mm, 300mm,
375mm, 450mm and 600mm.

A full range of Philmac water fittings
available.
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Normal gauge pipe is designed to
carry potable water and has a working
pressure of 130 P.S.I. Available in 1/2",
3/4" and 1".

F E NC I NG E QU I P M EN T

WATER FITTINGS
CONFEF016

Heavy gauge pipe is designed to
carry potable water and has a working
pressure of 120 P.S.I. Available in 1/2",
3/4" and 1".

A range of float valves and ball cocks
for all type troughs available.
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CONAAH001—
CONAAH077

BEKINA STEPLITE
CONAAH001

BEKINA AGRILITE
CONAAH002

BEKINA INSOLES
CONAAH003

PRO DEALER BOOTS
CONAAH004

PRO DEALER PLUS BOOTS
CONAAH005

COUNTRY DEALER BOOTS
CONAAH006

PRO TORSION PLUS
CONAAH007

PRO DERBY BOOTS
CONAAH008

BLACK PRO DEALER
BOOTS CONAAH009

Bekina Boots StepliteX SolidGrip Full
Safety are a hard wearing wellington
which has a wide fitting leg and has
been specifically designed for the
agricultural sector. The boots also
feature a protective toe cap.

These pro dealer boots are breathable
with a high wicking footbed that help
keep feet dry and comfortable. Comes
with an SRC non slip sole surface to aid
in the prevention of slipping. Steel toe
for extra protection.
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The Perf Dealer Pro is suitable for most
industrial applications. The over cap
makes it perfect for jobs which involve
kneeling as the cap prevents the leather
from being worn away from the toe to
the boot.

The Pro Derby has a full grain leather
upper design with PU/PU Dual Density
Sole. The Shock Absorbent textile lining
esnures any bangs will not affect your
feet. Anti Torsion ankle support system.

Pro dealer boots are breathable with a
high wicking footbed that help keep feet
dry and comfortable. Specially lasted to
minimize heel lift when walking..

A two density PU sole that gives
superior comfort and shock absorption.
These country dealer boots are
breathable with a high wicking footbed
that help keep feet dry and comfortable.

These Black Pro dealer boots are
breathable with a high wicking footbed
that help keep feet dry and comfortable.
Specially lasted to minimize heel lift
when walking.
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The Torsion Pro is a lightweight hiker
suitable for most industrial applications.
The over cap makes it perfect for jobs
which involve kneeling as the cap
prevents the leather from being worn
away from the toe of the boot.

The bekina agrilite non safety
wellington are lightweight, comfortable
and durable. With regular fitting and
flexible material they are perfect for
wearing throughout the day. They offer
excellent grip and are resistant to oils.

HYDRO-WEAR JACKET
CONAAH010

HYDRO-WEAR TROUSERS
CONAAH011

HYDROWEAR COVERALL
CONAAH012

FLEXOTHANE DAIRY
GOWN CONAAH019

DAIRY APRO
CONAAH020

DAIRY GOWN
CONAAH021

HYDROWEAR BIB & BRACE
CONAAH013

FLEXOTHANE JACKET
CONAAH014

FLEXOTHANE PANTS
CONAAH015

DRY CUFFS
CONAAH022

MILKING SLEEVES
CONAAH023

MULLINAHONE MILKING
GLOVES CONAAH024

FLEXOTHANE WATER
PROOF LEGGINGS
CONAAH016

WURTH GLOVES
CONAAH017

SUPER GRIP WORK
GLOVES CONAAH018

ALBEX GLOVES
CONAAH025

KERON MILKMASTER
NITRILE GLOVES
CONAAH026

MILKERS
CONAAH027

The Hydrowear simply no sweat jacket
is made from an outstanding waterproof
polyester laminate fabric which gives
superb breathability and is extremely
durable.

Hydrowear simply no sweat bib
and brace trousers with elasticized
adjustable straps.
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Flexothane classic breathable rain
jacket will provide cover from wind and
rain day in day out.

Wurth Nitrile tigerflex gloves.

Hydrowear simply no sweat breathable
cover all.

Flexothane waterproof trousers are
practical for both work and leisure.

The close fitting design makes it an
extremely tactile general handling glove
that is perfect for meticulous tasks
requiring care and precision.

This dairy gown is made from the
flexothane material which means it
is both hard wearing and durable. It
is waterproof and will help keep
clothes clean and dry when milking or
powerwasher.

Keep your forearms warm, dry and
protected with the Dry Cuffs Milking
Sleeves. Made from 3mm strong
pad neoprene, these sleeves fit snug
around the wrist and prevents water
from getting underneath the cuff.

Ambidextrous black milking gloves. For
general farm use. Packs of 100.

Strong, durable and waterproof dairy
apron.

100% waterproof, windproof, supple,
stretchable, comfortable, lightweight,
noiseless,extended durability. Come
with adjustable latex cuffs.

Milkmaster disposable nitrile gloves are
super strong and have fully textured
palms and fingers providing both tactile
sensitivity, chemical resistance and
protection. Come in boxes of 50.

Strong, durable and waterproof dairy
gown.

Nitrile gloves free of latex and powder.
Packs of 100.

Milkers 300 Milking gloves are an ideal
glove to milk in. They have a long cuff
and are strong comfortable and soft.
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The fabric is strong, flexible and
virtually noiseless in action and offers
100% barrier protection against blood
borne pathogens. It is super lightweight,
crease and oil resistant.

The Hydrowear simply no sweat
trousers are made from an outstanding
waterproof polyester laminate fabric
which gives superb breathability and is
extremely durable.

DISPOSABLE MASKS
CONAAH028

LOCTITE HAND SOAP
CONAAH029

ANTI-BACTERIAL SOAP
CONAAH030

DUAL SCRAPER SS9
CONAAH037

YARD SCRAPER STRAIGHT
CONAAH038

YARD SCRAPER WINGED
CONAAH039

HAND SANITISER GEL 5L
CONAAH031

CLU LITE BLUE TORCH
CONAAH032

CLU LITE LED LAMP
CONAAH033

YARD SCRAPER CURVED
CONAAH040

POINTED SHOVEL
CONAAH041

GRAIN SHOVEL LONG
HANDLE CONAAH042

CLU LITE HEAD TORCH
CONAAH034

DUAL SCRAPER SS7
CONAAH035

DUAL SCRAPER SS8
CONAAH036

GRAIN SHOVEL SHORT
HANDLE CONAAH043

FOUR PRONG FORK
CONAAH044

BEET FORK
CONAAH045

Simply apply a small amount of hand
sanitiser gel or liquid all over your
hands. Refresh and sanitise your skin
by rubbing your hands together until
dry. Do not apply to broken or irritated
skin.
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Single high powered CREE LED and
a focused 60mm diameter reflector
combine to create an amazing white
spot beam shining up to 600m with an
impressive 3 hours duration.

Lightweight aluminium easy to use with
non-slip comfort grip handle , 26" head.

Colourless and odourless non-tainting
bactericidal hand soap. Gentle on
hands to lift out grease and grime.

Our most popular rechargeable torch
with a 500m beam.

Lightweight aluminium easy to use with
non-slip comfort grip handle , 30" head.

Lightweight aluminium easy to use with
non-slip comfort grip handle , 26" head.

Curved blade galvanised yard scraper
with rubber.

Short handles grain shovel.

Straight blade galvanised yard scraper
with rubber.

Herron Workman Pointed Shovel 54" is a 14"x8" carbon steel pointed
shovel with a 54" smooth ash handle.
It is ideal for digging and shoveling,
particularly in cultivated soil.

This four prong fork is a sturdy metal
fork (Grape) with a 48" handle. It is
designed to make it easier to pick up
manure and is ideal for cleaning out a
loose bed shed. It can also be used to
pitch Hay, silage or stray.

Winged blade galvanised yard scraper
with rubber.

Long handled grain shovel.

Designed with the lifting and
transporting of large root crops in mind.
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A different style of headlight featuring a
concentrated spot beam, which gives
250m range. It is rechargeable with a
super duration time of 10 hours on high
beam and 20 on low beam. It has a 3-5
degree adjustable beam angle.

Loctite Hand Soap is a skin friendly
natural hand soap containing no
petroleum solvents. It cleans hands with
a solvent extracted from oranges, has
a citrus scent and contains no artificial
fragrance.

THREE PRONG FORK
CONAAH046

3 Prong Hay Fork (Pitch fork) is a
traditional style hay fork that features
a tempered steel fork and a 48 inch
wooden handle. It is ideal for moving
hay, straw, grass and silage.

MANURE FORK
CONAAH049

Lightweight yet sturdy implement
perfect for spreading manure.

AXE
CONAAH052
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TWO PRONG FORK
CONAAH048

3 Prong Hay Fork (Pitch fork) attached
with lighter version handle.

2 Prong Hay Fork (Pitch fork) is a
strong Hay fork with a smooth 48" ash
handle perfect for pitching hay, stray,
grass or silage.

YARD BRUSH
CONAAH050

SLEDGEHAMMER
CONAAH051

Yard Brush with wooden handle and
broom head.

SLASH HOOK
CONAAH053

Perfect for clearing brash and scrub
from along fence lines and other
unwanted areas.

The Sledged Hammer is a tool with
strong steel head and fiberglass handle.
It has a durable texture and a great tool
for demolition.

GREEN PLASTIC
WHEELBARROW
CONAAH054

100litre garden buddy green
wheelbarrow.

PURPLE PLASTIC
WHEELBARROW
CONAAH055

GALVANISED
WHEELBARROW
CONAAH056

JFC GREEN
WHEELBARROW
CONAAH057

JFC BLUE TIPPER
WHEELBARROW
CONAAH058

JFC PINK TIPPER
WHEELBARROW
CONAAH059

JFC KIDS TIPPER
WHEELBARROW
CONAAH060

BLUE HERRON TROLLEY
CONAAH061

RATCHET STRAPS
CONAAH062

CABLE TIES
CONAAH063

100litre purple plastic wheelbarrow.

This twin wheel wheelbarrow is tough,
durable and is surprisingly lightweight
and steady with its large 250 litre
tipping body.

Multi purpose sack truck with pneumatic
wheels.

100litre workhorse galvanised barrow.

This twin wheel wheelbarrow is tough,
durable and is surprisingly lightweight
and steady with its large 250 litre
tipping body.

Heavy duty ratchet straps ideal for
strapping down awkward or large loads.

This twin wheel wheelbarrow is tough,
durable and is surprisingly lightweight
and steady with its large capacity, fixed
body.

Tough, durable and lightweight
wheelbarrow, ideal for your little helper,
125L capacity.

Available in a range of sizes.
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A traditional style splitter that is perfect
for splitting over-sized logs.

THREE PRONG FORK
LIGHT HANDLE
CONAAH047

CHAIN
CONAAH064

CARBINE HOOPS
CONAAH065

BAIT STATION
CONAAH066

SPRAYING MASK
CONAAH073

FARM SAFETY SIGNS
CONAAH074

BAIT STATION PIPE
CONAAH067

JAGUAR RAT BAIT
CONAAH068

LODI SAPPHIRE GRAIN
CONAAH069

TRAILER LIGHT SET
CONAAH076

FIRST AID KIT
CONAAH077

JFC MEDI-SAFE
CONAAH070

CHEMICAL STORAGE
CABINET CONAAH071

SPRAYING BUDGET
CONAAH072

Roll of heavy duty chain which can be
cut to size.

Clear feed tube for instant visibility of
bait take, can be used indoors and
outdoors.
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A secure storage cabinet for safeguarding potentially dangerous
chemicals

Lodi Sapphire Grain is a single feed
poison that provides a lethal dose –
killing rats and mice within a few hours
of consumption.

Used for protection from fine toxic
particles when working.

The LED Magnetic Trailer Rear Light
Set is a set of rear lights for your trailer.
It comes with a 7m lead cable and a
2.5m connector cable.

A full selection of farm safety signs.

Tow bar and hitch protection guard.

A First Aid Kit is an essential piece of
equipment on any farm or workplace.
The First Aid Kit is fully HSE compliant
and contains all the essentials needed
for low to high risk areas of work.

The Inter 16 Agro Sprayer is a high
quality knapsack sprayer that is used
to spread various weed killers in an
industrial or domestic environment.
The Inter 16 Agro Sprayer has been
ergonomically designed for ease of use.
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The JFC Medi-Safe is a lockable plastic
cabinet perfect for storing medicines,
chemicals and first-aid supplies safely
and securely. The JFC Medi-Safeis
fitted with a 2 aluminium shelves and a
lockable door.

Jaguar Rat Poison Contains the lethal
rodenticide active brodifacoum. A single
feed poison.

Plastic bait box is perfect for outdoor or
indoor use. It is designed to not allow
rodents to pull the bait away to where it
could be eaten by other animals such
as dogs or livestock.

LAND CRUISER PLATE
CONAAH075

MasterJect™,'The Self-Injecting Medicating System', is an innovative product designed for today’s
farmer. Its purpose is to allow the farmer or stockman to administer multiple doses of medication in a
safe, stress-free and efficient manner.

— Stockists /Agents for —
MASTERJECT
MAN & BEAST
CONDON
MAGDEK
CROWLEY
SPS
BONANZA
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It does this by being able to administer the medication without having to restrain the animal, and from
up to a distance of 5′, while on foot or vehicle. It is
primarily intended for cattle.
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TURBO
THRIVE

TURBO
THRIVE

TURBO
VITALITY

TURBO
COLOSTRUM

TURBO
IMMUNE

TURBO
HYDRATE

TURBO
BIO
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MAGDEK CALFVENT™ & CATTLE FANS
—
The Bovine Respiratory System is more critical
to performance than most other farm animals.
That’s why successful farmers focus on pneumonia
prevention, making Magdek CalfVent™ part of their
herd health program. We specialise in Calf Vents,
Cattle fans and pig and poultry ventilation.
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Crowley Engineering is Ireland's
main supplier of storage
silos and bins, second-hand
mechanical equipment augers
and bio energy equipment.
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We have a reputation for
excellence in providing worldclass, innovative-engineered
solutions, based on unrivalled
expertise.

We continuously push
manufacturing, design and
material boundaries to provide
customers with trouble free
solutions.
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SPS 35
The SPS35 solar powered pump can operate in any remote location, pumping
water at high pressure without needing access to electricity.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Solar powered water pump.
Pumps water from any remote location without needing access to electricity.
Pumps water from any river/stream/drain or well.
No running costs - 100% solar powered.
Supply up to 3500 litres/day.
Pumps water up to 30m (100ft) vertically and 1.5km horizontally.
Automatic Operation - Pressure regulated up to 40 psi.
Can also power 12v electric fence.

SPS 50H
The SPS50H solar powered pump can operate in any remote location,
pumping water at high pressure without needing access to electricity.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Solar powered water pump.
Pumps water from any remote location without needing access to electricity.
Pumps water from any river/stream/drain or well.
No running costs - 100% solar powered.
Supply up to 3500 litres/day.
Pumps water up to 50m (160ft) vertically and 1.5km horizontally.
Automatic Operation - Pressure regulated up to 80 psi.
Can also power 12v electric fence.

Sps 70
The SPS70 solar powered pump can operate in any remote location, pumping
water at high pressure without needing access to electricity.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Solar powered water pump.
Pumps water from any remote location without needing access to electricity.
Pumps water from any river/stream/drain or well.
No running costs - 100% solar powered.
Supply up to 7000 litres/day.
Pumps water up to 30m (100ft) vertically and 1.5km horizontally.
Automatic Operation - Pressure regulated up to 40 psi.
Can also power 12v electric fence.
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Supporting Local Community And Beyond
‘Pieta House Wren Run 2019’
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